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ABSTRACT 

ACCELERATING THE ADAPTIVE TEMPERING MONTE CARLO METHOD WITH CUDA™ 
GRAPHICS PROCESSING UNITS 

Clifford T. Hall, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2013 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Estela Blaisten-Barojas 

 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) has been and continues to be a popular method of 

molecular simulation because it is easily parallelizable. Parallel programming has 

become less burdensome for the science community, and competition in MD algorithm 

development has given MD avant-garde positions in molecular, bio-systems, materials, 

and nano-systems simulation. In contrast, inherently serial Monte Carlo (MC) methods 

have been largely ignored in the recent advancements of parallel computing technology. 

The trend exists even though MC methods based on statistical mechanics principles are 

superior for studying thermodynamics properties such as entropy and free energy. In 

my dissertation I present a means of parallelizing MC molecular simulation such that in 

time the popularity of MC may be restored to that of MD. 

The Adaptive Tempering Monte Carlo method (ATMC) employs the Metropolis 

MC (MMC) sampling criterion; therefore, both ATMC and MMC are inherently serial 



 

 

algorithms. ATMC is a multicanonical ensemble algorithm that optimizes system 

configuration by searching for the most ordered state. This algorithm was developed by 

Dong and Blaisten-Barojas in 2006. My algorithm accelerates ATMC and MMC in a novel 

implementation exploiting state of the art parallel processing technology, namely 

NVIDIA® Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA™) Graphics Processing Units 

(GPUs). My implementation source code is written in CUDA C, NVIDIA’s extension to the 

C programming language for parallel programming, and summarily compiled by NVCC, 

NVIDIA’s CUDA version 4.0 C compiler. 

My CUDA GPU-accelerated implementation is verified against a 2010 study by 

Dai and Blaisten-Barojas of pyrrole oligomers (specifically, 12-Py chains), an interesting 

material for its application in artificial muscles, actuators, chemical remediation, among 

others. This previous study put forward a partially coarse-grained model potential for 

reduced pyrrole oligomers at the polypyrrole experimental density. I introduced a 

revision to this potential model apropos for condensed phases of oligopyrroles. 

Verification includes comparison of total potential energy, intra-oligomer energy, inter-

oligomer energy, end-to-end distance, radius of gyration, and two order parameters 

that characterize the chain ordering in the condensed phase. Bending and dihedral 

angles are also examined. In addition, I performed a benchmark of my accelerated 

algorithms that show a speed-up factor greater than 60 with respect to the 

implementation in CPU. This extremely fast implementation is reached for systems 



 

 

larger than about 250,000 pyrrole monomers. Speed-ups in this range are unique in the 

published literature. A journal article is in preparation to report this achievement. 

My novel accelerated implementation has already been applied in a study of 

oxidized oligopyrrole. A contributed presentation was presented at the American 

Physical Society March Meeting in Baltimore, March 2013 and is soon to be published in 

a physical chemistry journal. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Nicholas Metropolis (1915 – 1999) coauthored a paper in 1953 at the age of 

thirty-seven with fellow researchers, Marshall and Arianna Rosenbluth, and Edward and 

Augusta “Mici” Teller, entitled “Equations of State Calculations by Fast Computing 

Machines” [1] which first described what we now call the Metropolis Monte Carlo 

Method (MMC) [2]. The invention of MMC was preceded by a general rise in popularity 

of Monte Carlo methods precipitated by the advent of electronic computers. 

Figure 1 is a historic image depicting Metropolis and his “fast computing 

machine,” MANIAC, a one of a kind electronic computer of Von Neumann architecture 

assembled under Metropolis’ direction [3]. Metropolis’ facetious moniker for the device 

stood for the Mathematical Analyzer, Numerical Integrator, and Computer which he 

might have hoped would deter others from applying similar acronymic naming schemes 

to future machines [4]. 

The MMC method is a member of the class of Monte Carlo methods, the set of 

algorithms that return statistical results based on random or pseudorandom inputs 

sampled from given distributions. Statistical sampling can be traced back to the 1700s. 

Before the first electronic computers, a “computer” was a human employed to perform 

manual calculations. Monte Carlo methods were too lengthy and tedious for hand 
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calculation. Mathematician Stanislaw Ulam (1909 - 1984) knew statistical sampling 

techniques through his mathematics background and was the first to realize that the 

automation afforded by electronic computers made statistical sampling practical for the 

first time in human history [5]. Ulam may have invented Monte Carlo methods, but 

again Metropolis coined the witty name that alludes to Ulam’s parasitic uncle’s favorite 

city for gambling. 

 
Figure 1. Nicholas Metropolis in front of MANIAC 

at Los Alamos in 1953 (from Ref. [3]). 
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Coincidentally, Enrico Fermi independently developed a manual Monte Carlo 

method for mechanical adding machines over fifteen years earlier, but he never 

published his technique. Fermi later became one of MANIAC’s most important users and 

greatest of admirers. [6,7] 

Table 1 compares MANIAC’s specifications with those of Roadrunner, a 

contemporary machine currently housed at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The 

comparison is a little unfair. Roadrunner is over one trillion times faster than MANIAC, 

but Roadrunner also takes up over 100 times more floor space, consumes almost 70 

times more power, and cost over 60 times more to assemble. 

Table 1. Metropolis’ MANIAC versus IBM’s Roadrunner and a typical GPU, a comparison 
of specifications [8, 9, 10]. 

 MANIAC Roadrunner 
NVIDIA® Tesla™ 

C2070 GPU 

Year of First Operation 1952 2008 2010 

Arithmetic System 40-bit fixed-point Floating-point Floating-point 

Speed 
(multiplications/second) 

1,000 > 1015 (petaflop) ~ 1012 (teraflop) 

Power Consumption 35 kW 2.35 MW < 250 W 

Size ~3 m2 560 m2 < 1 m2 

Cost 
$250,000 (1952 USD) 

~$2,000,000 (2008 USD) 
$125,000,000 $2,000 

Limited by its memory capacity, MANIAC’s chess program (the first implemented 

on electronic computer) was only capable of playing on a six-by-six board, and the first 

Monte Carlo simulations run on MANIAC were two dimensional. Sixty years and a few 

generations of computers later, we have desktop microcomputers equipped with 
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graphics processing units (GPUs) capable of rendering high resolution video games at 

over 100 frames per second [11]. When modeling molecules today, modeling in all three 

spatial dimensions is assumed. Where the MANIAC was a one-off system requiring the 

western world’s foremost expertise to construct, today’s GPUs are mass produced and 

require only basic technical knowledge to install and intermediate programming 

knowledge to operate. 

The advent of electronic computing heralded the birth of Monte Carlo methods; 

however, Molecular Dynamics (MD) methods emerged about ten years later in the late 

1950s as an alternative means to molecular simulation. Parallel programming has 

become less burdensome for the science community, and competition in MD algorithm 

development has granted it the avant-garde positions in molecular, materials, bio-

systems, and nano-systems simulation. 

MD has been and continues to be a popular method of molecular simulation 

because it is easily parallelizable. In contrast, inherently serial MC methods have been 

largely ignored in the recent advancements of parallel computing technology. The trend 

exists even though MC methods based on statistical mechanics principles are superior 

for studying thermodynamics properties such as entropy and free energy. To reverse 

this trend, this dissertation presents a novel approach to accelerate MMC molecular 

simulation by through parallelization such that in time the popularity of MC may be 

restored to that of MD. 
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1.1 GRAPHICS PROCESSING UNITS AND CUDA 

Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA™) Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) 

are peripheral modular devices developed by NVIDIA® primarily for the purpose of 

rendering computer generated imagery; however, CUDA GPUs can also be programmed 

to be adapted to general problem solving [12,13,14]. 

The relatively recent success of CUDA GPUs can be partially attributed to a 

certain lack of progress in conventional central processing unit (CPU) technology. 

Although CPUs continue to have more and smaller components, they have not 

significantly increased in clock speed for about ten years primarily due to CPU heat 

dissipation problems. In lieu of clock speed, current CPUs contain a few (between two to 

eight) independent “cores” which an operating system (OS) typically tasks with 

simultaneously running programs. Although this provides an OS with more power to do 

more at once, CUDA GPUs offer a means of accelerating single tasks by benefiting from 

large scale parallelization. 

1.2 METHODOLOGY 

To advance the state of the art in implementation of the Metropolis Monte Carlo 

Method, it is necessary review the MMC algorithm in detail and the principles and 

assumptions on which it is based. MMC is an alternative to the generally more intuitive 

MD simulations which track both molecular or atomic positions and momenta. MMC 

foregoes momenta information in exchange for an assumed distribution of kinetic 
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energy consistent with a given temperature and more configurations per unit of 

implementation run time. 

In both MMC and MD, macroscopic properties are calculated over a sequence of 

microstates. In MMC, each microstate (or configuration) is the set of respective values 

for all parameters relevant to the given potential energy equation. Microstates in MD 

include both the potential energy parameter values as well as the momenta of every 

molecule in the system. 

The macrostate of a system generally refers to the set of observable macroscopic 

variables which in both MD and MMC are calculated from a microstate or averaged over 

several microstates. The observable variables include density, pressure, temperature, 

potential energy, etc. Generally, a macrostate is the result of any one of a practically 

uncountable number of microstates because the high degree of freedom of phase or 

configuration space is reduced to a few degrees in the corresponding macrostate. 

Statistical mechanics is concerned with deriving the probability distribution of a 

system’s microstates to determine mean values and fluctuations of macroscopic 

observables. 

1.2.1 STATISTICAL MECHANICS BACKGROUND 

Statistical Mechanics is a branch of physics that studies the thermodynamic and 

statistical properties of systems with a large number of degrees of freedom from a 

microscopic perspective [15]. MC methods are stochastic algorithms with the goal of 
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modeling the statistics of physical systems. One MC method, the Metropolis Monte 

Carlo method is applicable to condensed matter with the characteristics of the canonical 

(NVT) ensemble where the number of particles �, the volume �, and the temperature � 

are all held constant [16]. 

MMC is based on the Boltzmann distribution, the probability distribution over 

phase space of the states of a system in thermal equilibrium with a heat bath. Thermal 

contact with a heat bath equilibrates the system’s temperature to that of the heat bath 

by permitting energy to be exchanged. When thermal equilibrium is achieved, the 

system’s temperature remains constant and equal to the heat bath’s, but the system’s 

total energy fluctuates about a highly-peaked expected energy. Assuming that the 

system’s constituent molecules remain unchanged and the volume remains constant, 

the microstates of such a system are members of a canonical ensemble (NVT). 

Suppose there are a large number 	 of copies of a system. Each copy is 

bounded by a rigid impermeable container that maintains a constant volume and 

prevents constituent molecules from exiting and outside molecules from entering. 

Energy is transferred between every pair of copies via some unseen mechanism; and 

therefore, from the perspective of any one copy, the other copies collectively act as a 

heat bath. Mutual thermal equilibrium is achieved. Temperature is constant, but energy 

fluctuates within any one copy. 

Moreover, suppose the system has a countably infinite set of microstates, and 

each copy is prepared in some not necessarily distinct microstate. Therefore, 
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 	 = 
��

�

���

 (1) 

where 	 is the number of copies, and �� is the occupation number of microstate �, the 

number of system copies in microstate � at any given instant. Because each copy 

explores the same canonical ensemble, each copy has the same average energy 〈〉 
averaged over time, and the average energy over time equals the average energy at any 

instant in time averaged over the copies. In summary, 

 〈〉 =
ℰ	 =

1	
���

�

���

 (2) 

where 〈〉 = the average energy per copy over time, ℰ = the total energy summed over 

all copies, 	 = the number of copies, � = the energy of the �th microstate, and �� = the 

number of copies in microstate � at any given instant. 

By the fundamental postulate, each microstate is equally likely. The probability 

of a copy occupying the �th microstate is given by 

 �� ≡
��	  (3) 

where ��  is the probability of a copy occupying the �th microstate, 	 is the number of 

copies, and �� is the occupation number of the �th microstate. We can rewrite the first 

two equations in terms of these probabilities. The equations constrain the probabilities 

such that: 
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���

���

= 1 (4) 

where ��  is the probability of a copy occupying the �th microstate, and 

 〈〉 = 
����

���

 (5) 

where 〈〉 = the average energy, � = the energy of the �th microstate, and ��  is the 

probability of a copy occupying the �th microstate. 

The Boltzmann distribution is the set of these probabilities that maximizes 

 #(��,��,��, … ) ≡
	!��!��!��! ⋯

=
	!∏ ��!
�
�

 (6) 

where #(��,��,��, … ) is the number of permutations for the given occupation 

numbers, 	 = the number of copies, and �� = the occupation number of the �th 

microstate. # is very sharply peaked; therefore at thermal equilibrium, we expect the 

copies of the system to occupy the microstates in one of the most likely ways. 

By the increasing monotonicity of logarithm, # is maximized when log # is 

maximized. 

 log #(��,��,��, … ) = log	! − 
 log��!

�

���

 (7) 

Sterling’s approximation for factorials of large numbers is useful here. 

 log �! ≈ log����	�� = � log � − �	 (8) 
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Sterling’s approximation reduces log # to an expression for the total entropy 

summed over the 	 copies. 

 log # ≈
1�
 � = −	
�� log���

���

 (9) 

where �
 is Boltzmann’s constant, � is the entropy of all of the copies, 	 = the number 

of copies, and ��  is the probability of a copy occupying the �th microstate. Neglecting 	, 

the method of Lagrange multipliers determines the maximum entropy subject to the 

constraints of (4) and (5). 

 Λ(�,�, ��,��,��, ⋯ ) ≡ −
�� log���

���

− � �
���

���

− 1� − � �
����

���

− 〈〉	� (10) 

 
∂Λ

∂�� = −1 − log�� − � − �� = 0 (11) 

 log�� = −1 − � − ��  (12) 

 �� = e	����e	���  (13) 

where ��  is the probability of a copy occupying the �th microstate, � and � are constants, 

and �  is the energy of the �th microstate. The coefficient involving �, can be written as a 

single normalizing constant, �	�. 

 �� =
1� e	���  (14) 
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where � is the partition function. The partition function normalizes the probabilities and 

is easily determined from the first constraint. 

 
���

���

= 1 = 
 1

Z
e	���

�

���

 (15) 

 ���� = 
 e	���
�

���

 (16) 

The meaning of � is determined by expressing the entropy � in terms of the 

energy. 

 
1�
 � = −	
�� log���

���

= −	
�� log �1� e	�����

���

= 	
���log� + ����

���

 (17) 

 
�

��
� = 	 log� + �ℰ  (18) 

The derivative of the entropy � with respect to the energy is �
�. 

 ����ℰ
�
�,�

= �
� (19) 

which identifies with the thermodynamic definition of temperature for constant � and 

�: 

 ����ℰ
�
�,�

≡
1� (20) 

Therefore, 

 � = ��
��	� (21) 
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The probability of finding the system at some energy  is given by 

 ��� =
1� �	�/����� (22) 

where �() is the probability of having energy , � is the partition function, �
 is the 

Boltzmann constant and � is temperature. The Boltzmann constant only serves as a unit 

conversion between temperature and energy. If temperature is expressed in units of 

energy, the Boltzmann constant is obviated. 

Calculating the partition function is impractical if not impossible for a typical 

system of interest where the configuration space is vast due the high degree of 

freedom; but, taking the ratio of probabilities of any two states eliminates the partition 

function. 

 
�(�)�(�)

= �	∆�/����� (23) 

where ∆ = �� − ��, �
 is the Boltzmann constant, and � is temperature. Equation 

(23) forms the probabilistic basis of the Markov chain of microstates in a canonical 

ensemble explored by the Metropolis Monte Carlo method. 

1.2.2 THE METROPOLIS MONTE CARLO (MMC) METHOD 

In practice, the Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) method is a means of sampling 

the set of microstates of a system at a given temperature in thermal equilibrium (with a 

heat bath) [16]. This strategy entails a system coupled to a heat bath that maintains 
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constant temperature. As each state is generated algorithmically, the experimenter can 

perform measurements on each one and compile statistics on the system. While MD 

simulations apply the Hamilton or Lagrangian approaches of classical mechanics for 

generating a system’s time trajectory in phase space by taking discrete time steps to 

reach the successive state [17], MMC generates subsequent states with a Markov chain 

[16]. The Markov chain is built by assigning a small random change to the current 

configuration (positions, orientations, etc.) which is either accepted with some 

probability or rejected. 

Specifically, the MMC acceptance probability is 

 ������� =  1 ∆ ≤ 0

e	∆�/����� 0 < ∆! (24) 

where ������� is the probability of accepting a given configuration change, ∆ is the 

change in energy caused by the configuration change, �
 is Boltzmann’s constant, and � 

is the given temperature of the system in the simulation. Consequently, 

 ������� = 1 − ������� =  0 ∆E ≤ 0

1 − e	∆�/����� 0 < ∆! (25) 

where ������� is the probability of rejecting a configuration change that carries a change 

of energy ∆E, �
 is Boltzmann’s constant, and � is the given temperature of the system 

in the simulation. 

The MMC method is an importance sampling approach [18] such that 

probabilities of Equations (24) and (25) ensure a sampling of states with energies 
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distributed according to the Boltzmann distribution. If different rules are imposed on 

the system, the experimenter may generate a different MC method (not Metropolis) 

that samples according to another distribution. For example, suppose some freshman 

generated a large number of random states by selecting each molecule’s position from a 

uniform distribution. The resulting sample set would almost certainly contain high-

energy states at energies far greater than those that occur where Boltzmann’s 

distribution peaks. These high-energy states occur if two molecular positions are 

sufficiently close to trigger a high repulsive energy. Such states are not impossible, but 

highly improbable at the thermodynamic conditions of interest in the laboratory. In 

other words, states that should be rare at thermal equilibrium would be produced with 

a probability equal to the probability of the more common states. The aggregate 

statistics on such sampled set of states might have a meaning to someone at sometime, 

but the set would be quite unrelated to the system at thermal equilibrium. 

The example freshman’s method draws sample states uniformly from the 

configuration space. The statistics on the sample set could be weighted to represent the 

canonical ensemble if we apply the appropriate Boltzmann weight to each sample state 

respectively. Measurements on unlikely states would be given appropriately low 

weights. Although this is mathematically correct, it would not be a practical or efficient 

implementation. The configuration space is dominated by high-energy states of 

infinitesimal probability in thermal equilibrium. This sophomoric remedy only works if 
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we are willing and able to produce an astronomically large number of samples from the 

configuration space. MMC explores the canonical ensemble much more efficiently. 

The typical MMC algorithm is initialized with a convenient configuration of 

sufficiently low energy; and therefore, one with a relatively high probability in the 

Boltzmann distribution. In one MMC iteration, each molecule in the system is moved in 

sequence in a random manner. A move is a small change in one or more of a molecule’s 

variables in the potential energy model. We calculate the potential energy (briefly, 

“energy” in this context) before and after the move to quantify ∆E, the move’s effect on 

the system energy. Finally, we accept or reject the move with probability ������� and 

�������	respectively from Equations (24) and (25). When a move is rejected, the 

configuration is restored and included again in the collected statistics as though it were 

a new configuration. 

As an MD algorithm follows a trajectory through phase space, MMC traces a 

Markov chain “history” through the canonical ensemble. An MMC history in 

configuration space is the analog of an MD trajectory in phase space. A history is the 

sequence of states sampled by an MMC algorithm. Both MD and MMC produce a 

collection of states whose properties are measured and compiled into statistics. Each 

state generated by MD or MMC is given equal weight in the experimenter’s compilation 

of measurements. In MMC, there is no need to further apply any statistical weights 

because the algorithm is designed to produce configurations with statistical frequency 

consistent with the Boltzmann distribution. 
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Algorithm 1 is pseudocode that formally describes how the MMC algorithm was 

implemented in the research. 

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for the serial Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) method. 

1 Procedure MMC��,�,�,", #,$�, �� 
2 Input 
3  � = the number of molecules 
4  � = the volume and dimensions of the computational box 
5  � = the temperature, in units of energy 

6  " = the potential energy function with domain the set of 
configurations 

7  # = exemplar measurement function with domain the set of 
configurations 

8  $� = the initial configuration 
9  � = the number of iterations to perform 
10 Output 
11  A = set of measurements on the configuration history 
12  $ = the final configuration 
13 A ← ∅ 
14 $ ← $� 
15 for � ← 1 …� do 
16  for � ← 1 …� do 
17   "��� ← "�$� 
18   $!��"# ← $ + a random move of the � th molecule 
19   "!��"# ← "�$!��"#� 
20   ∆ ← %"!��"# − "��� & 
21   � ←	a	random	number	drawn	from	a	uniform	distribution	on	60,17 
22   if ∆ ≤ 0 or � < exp�−∆/�� then 
23    $ ← $!��"#  
24   A ← A ∪ 8#�$�9 
25  endfor 

26 endfor 

The pseudocode of Algorithm 1 can be summarized as follows: 

1. Select an initial configuration with sufficiently low energy. 
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2. Perform one iteration. Repeat steps 2.a through 2.f for each molecule in the 

system. 

a. Sum the energy terms involving the molecule. 

b. Randomly move the molecule to produce a trial configuration. 

c. Sum the energy terms involving the molecule in the trial 

configuration. 

d. Accept the trial configuration with probability ������� of Equation 

(24). 

e. Take measurements of interest on the configuration. 

f. Compile the measurements into running statistics. 

3. Repeat step 2 until a sufficient number of states have been sampled. 

The Metropolis Monte Carlo method (MMC) itself can form the basis for an 

implementation of the Adaptive Tempering Monte Carlo method (ATMC). 

1.2.3 ADAPTIVE TEMPERING MONTE CARLO METHOD (ATMC) 

The Adaptive Tempering Monte Carlo method (ATMC) explores multiple 

canonical ensembles at various temperatures by means of a linking Markov chain 

[19,20]. After a relatively few (typically, less than 1,000) fixed number of iterations of 

MMC through an ensemble at some given temperature, ATMC performs a “tempering” 

which probabilistically adjusts the temperature, shifting the algorithm into another 

canonical ensemble. 
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The purpose of the ATMC is to search for the state of maximum order which 

corresponds to the potential energy state associated with the global minimum in 

configuration space. ATMC has been demonstrated to be very efficient in structure 

optimization. Some investigations [20, 21] demonstrate that the intermediate states 

visited along an ATMC collection of tempering events, may be used for calculation of 

interesting properties of the system at different temperatures. For example, a 

significantly long polypeptide emulating a protein folds at the correct folding 

temperature, and the states collected in between the starting point and the global 

minimum were enough to detect the folding transition and to identify the native and 

the secondary structure of the simulated protein [20]. 

The ATMC belongs to a family of approaches alternatively known as “umbrella 

sampling,” “simulated tempering,” “parallel multicanonical ensemble,” “replica 

exchange,” or “parallel tempering” methods [22-26]. These methods differ from the 

ATMC in establishing the Markov chain between Monte Carlo simulations running in 

different processors; thus, such methods are significantly more computationally 

expensive, and can only be performed in large clusters with a multitude of processor 

cores. These forerunners to ATMC are not as efficient when it comes to the analysis of 

data, extracting the statistics of the runs, and selecting a priori a set of fixed 

temperatures to visit. 

ATMC is based on the serial multicanonical approaches developed several years 

ago for spin glasses [27] and electrolytes [28]. The ATMC approach creates the Markov 
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chain in each processor and for that reason it has not been developed as a native 

parallel algorithm. The purpose of an efficient parallelized ATMC implementation for 

GPUs is to have a cost-efficient tool for addressing computational challenges and 

accelerating the intrinsically serial algorithm. 

The initial implementation optimized the structures of small clusters of 

molecules with a two-body Lennard-Jones potential. In the final development, ATMC is 

parallelized by parallelizing its sub-algorithm, MMC, rather than its tempering step. 

1.3 SUMMARY OF DISSERTATION CONTENTS 

In the next chapter, Chapter 2, the dissertation describes in detail, from the 

abstract to the technicalities, how the author parallelized and accelerated MMC with 

CUDA GPUs. Before getting technical, Section 2.1 describes the author’s approach to 

parallelizing MMC in an algorithmic sense without regard to implementation. Then, 

Section 2.2 describes in technical detail how the author applied his parallelization 

strategy and implemented a parallel algorithm with CUDA and NVIDIA GPUs which 

accelerates MMC. This section includes subsections which further describe the CUDA 

kernel functions. 

Chapter 3 describes the first application of the new implementation to a system 

of pyrrole oligomers (“chains”). Section 3.1 describes the revised potential model. 

Section 3.2 provides a highly detailed description of the molecular structures. Section 

3.3 describes the initial configuration which is equilibrated by the algorithm prior to 
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being used for production statistics. Section 3.4 describes the step sizes taken and other 

parametric minutia required for running the implementation. Section 3.5 gives the 

benchmarking results from the first successful runs of the implementation, and Section 

3.6 provides some collected statistics for implementation verification. Section 3.7 

concludes the chapter. 

Chapter 4 summarizes the conclusions and describes some of the next and 

future steps. 
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2 PARALLELIZING METROPOLIS MONTE CARLO (MMC) 

The two most used types of simulations of condensed systems that require an 

atomistic perspective are Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Metropolis Monte Carlo (MMC) 

methods. Static and structural properties of condensed systems that can be studied 

with these technologies are comparable in number. However, MD gives a dynamic 

description of the system that is not attainable with MMC, but MMC is excellent for 

calculating free energies which are thermodynamic properties usually elusive to MD. 

The last decade has seen a tremendous advance of implementations for 

parallelizing MD codes. This has involved substantial research and development effort 

for many academic institutions and national laboratories. As a result of the investment, 

MD packages have surfaced such as AMBER [29], FEN ZI [30], HALMD [31], HOOMD-blue 

[32], LAMMPS [33], NAMD [34], and OpenMM [35]. In contrast, there are no existing 

packages of the same magnitude for Monte Carlo simulations. The reason for the 

uneven development resides in the intrinsic difficulty of parallelizing the Monte Carlo 

algorithm, which is inherently serial. In MD simulations, a system of molecules that have 

a given mass is modeled by proposing a potential energy function that represents the 

interactions between all molecules. Then, a system state depends on the positions and 

orientations of all molecules and on their velocities. The state is evolved in discrete 
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temporal steps that are sufficiently small to provide the desired level of accuracy. 

Typically, one state determines the subsequent state by numerically solving the classical 

equations of motion. MD simulations are deterministic. Moreover, both the potential 

and kinetic energies are known for (or can be derived from) each state for each 

molecule in the entire system. In the MD algorithm, each molecule’s acceleration is 

determined by its mass, the potential function, and the positions of all of the molecules. 

In turn, the acceleration determines the molecule’s position and velocity in the next 

iteration. 

Generally, MD simulations are parallelizable through various particle, force, or 

domain decomposition scenarios. A simple algorithm is based on particle 

decomposition. That is, each molecule’s subsequent state can be calculated 

independently of, albeit concurrently with other molecules’ states. This is because each 

molecule depends on its and every other molecule’s previous state; but in typical 

algorithms, no molecule’s current state depends on another molecule’s current state. 

When all of the molecules’ current states have been calculated, the system state is 

updated with these results and the algorithm can proceed with another time step. The 

substantial research in MD makes new advancements in this area difficult [36]. 

Currently, great potential exists for discovering new methods for parallelizing 

MMC. It is a challenging endeavor, but there are benefits to using MMC: for example, 

the determination of phase diagrams. One benefit of MMC versus an MD algorithm is 

that for a system of � molecules, a single iteration produces � configurations as 
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opposed to one in MD. Moreover, forces and kinetic energy are not computed in MC. 

The computational burden is decreased, although the complexity is not changed. 

Concerning kinetic energy, MMC in the canonical ensemble intrinsically considers a 

given constant temperature �. The equipartition of energy dictates that each molecular 

degree of freedom has an average kinetic energy of :���
�
; in thermal equilibrium. 

One small drawback is that for any two-body potential energy function, the 

contributing energy terms are each computed four times per iteration as opposed to 

once in MD. In an MMC iteration, as each molecule is moved, all potential energy terms 

involving the molecule are computed both before and after the move. If all terms 

involve two (or more) molecules, then all terms are again computed at some other point 

in the iteration, again before and after a move (Algorithm 1). Therefore, all terms are 

computed (at least) four times per iteration. Table 2 below summarizes these 

properties. 

Table 2. Some algorithmic properties per iteration of MD and MMC 
for an N-molecule system with a two-body potential. 

 Molecular Dynamics 

(MD) 

Metropolis Monte Carlo 

(MMC) 

Configurations (microstates) 1 N 
Potential energy computations 1 4 

Kinetic energy computations 1 0 

Force computations 1 0 

MMC parallelization is challenging primarily because in a typical MMC algorithm 

the molecules are moved sequentially. Acceptance or rejection of a molecular move 
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depends on the current position of all of the other molecules, and the next move cannot 

occur without knowing whether the current move is accepted or rejected. A parallelized 

MMC would offer many advantages. 

2.1 MMC ALGORITHMIC PARALLELIZATION 

MMC is an inherently serial algorithm; however, parts of it can actually be 

parallelized. Two such parts are (1) generating trial moves and (2) calculating potential 

energy. 

The first parallelizable part is in generating trial moves. In what follows an 

“iteration” in MMC means one system passage moving (or not) each of the N molecules. 

Although acceptance of a molecule’s move depends on knowing which preceding moves 

were also accepted, the moves per se are independent of each other. Regardless of 

whether a particular molecule’s move is accepted or rejected, the move must be made 

in the algorithm, and the energy of the trial configuration must be calculated. Therefore, 

all moves for one iteration can be determined in advance. Because each molecule’s 

move is independent, they can all be computed in parallel. Generally, one thread is 

launched for each molecule to compute its trial move. For a system of N molecules, N 

threads are launched, one for each molecule.  

The second parallelizable part is in calculating potential energy. To calculate 

energy, recall that in MMC we only need to compute the energy terms involving the 

molecule currently being moved. Generally for a system of � molecules with a two-body 
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potential, each molecule is involved in �� − 1� two-body energy terms. Because these 

�� − 1� terms are independent, they can all be computed in parallel. Generally, we 

launch �� − 1� threads such that each thread computes one of the two-body terms; but 

in practice, we launch � threads with one thread corresponding to the “self-energy” of 

the current molecule which is typically zero. 

Algorithm 2 below describes in pseudocode how the author parallelized MMC 

(Algorithm 1). It is identical to Algorithm 1 except where it parallelizes the two 

parallelizable parts described above. The parallelized generation of trial moves is 

described by lines 16 and 17. The parallelized calculating potential energy is described 

by lines 19, 20, 22 and 23.  

In Algorithm 2, the statement “forall � in <” specifies execution of parallel 

threads in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of finite set <. Here � is the 

index that relates a distinct element of < to each thread. Lines 16, 19 and 22 use the 

former to indicate the launching of parallel threads in one-to-one correspondence with 

each molecule of the system. 

Line 17 of Algorithm 2, “=� ← a random move of the � th molecule,” indicates 

determining a random move and storing the move for use later in line 21. The specific 

system and potential function defines the term “move.” In lines 20 and 23, statements 

of the form “# ← +/>�” denote that the parallel threads sum their respective >� terms 

together and assign the result to global variable #. 
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Algorithm 2. Pseudocode for the parallelized MMC method. 

1 Procedure MMC��,�,�,", #,$�, �� 
2 Input 
3  � = the number of molecules 
4  � = the volume and dimensions of the computational box 
5  � = the temperature, in units of energy 

6  " = the potential energy function with domain the set of 
configurations 

7  # = exemplar measurement function with domain the set of 
configurations 

8  $� = the initial configuration 
9  � = the number of iterations to perform 
10 Output 
11  A = set of measurements on the configuration history 
12  $ = the final configuration 
13 A ← ∅ 
14 $ ← $� 
15 for � ← 1 …� do 

16  forall � in 1 …� 
17   =� ← a random move of the � th molecule of $ 
18  for � ← 1 …� do 
19   forall � in 1 …� 
20    "��� ← +/"�,��$� 
21   $!��"# ← $ + =�  
22   forall � in 1 …� 
23    "!��"# ← +/"�,��$!��"#� 
24   ∆ ← %"!��"# − "��� & 
25   � ←	a	random	number	drawn	from	a	uniform	distribution	on	60,17 
26   if ∆ ≤ 0 or � < exp�−∆/�� then 
27    $ ← $!��"#  
28   A ← A ∪ 8#�$�9 
29  endfor 

30 endfor 

2.2 CUDA GPU-ACCELERATED IMPLEMENTATION 

The typical GPU-accelerated supercomputer consists of dozens of identical 

connected nodes each containing one or more CPUs and one or more GPUs. For 

example, the Keeneland Full Scale (KFS) system in the National Institute for 
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Computational Sciences (NICS) has 264 nodes, and each node of KFS contains two CPUs 

and three GPUs (Figure 2) [37]. Users can execute parallel processes on one or more 

nodes with communication protocols such as Message Passing Interface (MPI). 

 
Figure 2. Keeneland Full Scale (KFS) system node architecture [35]. 

The strategy for utilizing such supercomputers is to employ MPI to launch 

parallel processes over a sufficient number of nodes to avoid resource demand conflicts. 

Each MPI process executes a distinct MMC “history” of the molecular system of interest 

by providing each process a unique seed for its random number generator. On the order 

of 100 MMC histories might be required to produce a credible result. Statistical results 

from the parallel histories can be written to file and aggregated either with MPI’s 

gathering function, MPI_Gather, or in post-processing. 
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The chosen random number generator (RNG) is the Mersenne Twister (MT) [38]. 

Of course, any RNG algorithm could be employed, but MT was selected due to its 

relatively recent popularity, speed and astronomically long period of (219,937 – 1). 

After assigning each MPI process an MMC history, the problem is reduced to 

determining how each process implements MMC on the CPU and GPU on which it runs. 

Solving this problem did not require a supercomputer. The novel implementation was 

primarily developed on a desktop system with one CPU and one GPU. Such a system 

proved sufficient for experimenting with a novel CPU-GPU hybrid implementation of 

MMC. 

In the context of CUDA, a kernel is a small function launched by the host machine 

and executed in parallel by many concurrent threads on a connected GPU. Typically, 

thousands to hundreds of thousands of threads are executed. In order to launch kernels 

asynchronously, the host memory is page-locked to allow the memory to be copied to 

and from the GPU device asynchronously. The novel MMC implementation in CUDA 

uses four asynchronous kernels which are named as follows [22]: 

1. mcStep 
2. getPartEnergy 
3. swapPart 
4. copyPart 

Table 3 summarizes the kernels’ respective purposes in MMC and corresponding 

line numbers in Algorithm 2. Kernel mcStep implements the random MC moves, and 

kernel getPartEnergy implements summing energy terms involving a given molecule. 
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The other two kernels, swapPart and copyPart, are necessary for manipulating individual 

molecules of the configuration in the GPU’s global memory. 

Table 3. Kernels in the novel CUDA GPU implementation of MMC. 

Kernel 
Line number(s) in 

Algorithm 2 
Summary Purpose 

mcStep 17 

Creates the random MC moves 

(repositioning and reorientation) for all 

molecules. 

getPartEnergy 20, 23 
Sums all energy terms involving a given 

molecule. 

swapPart 21 

Swaps a given molecule in the current 

configuration with the respective molecule in 

the trial move workspace. 

copyPart 27 

Implements move rejection or acceptance: 

Overwrites a given molecule in the current 

configuration with the respective molecule in 

the trial move workspace (rejection) or vice-

versa (acceptance). 

CUDA GPUs can execute parallelized code asynchronously with respect to the 

CPU; therefore, parallelized tasks on a GPU and serial tasks on the CPU host can be run 

simultaneously. This feature of CUDA is heavily utilized in the novel implementation of 

MMC because the implementation is slightly more complicated than what’s expressed 

in the pseudocode of Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 3 below expands on Algorithm 2 by providing more implementation 

details without providing the actual source code. Moreover, Algorithm 3 references the 

kernels of Table 3 by name. The kernels’ use in Algorithm 3 does not reflect CUDA 

syntax, but attempts to illustrate their respective functions in the algorithm. 
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Algorithm 3. Pseudocode for the implementation of the parallelized MMC method. 
1 Procedure MMC��,�,�,�,�,�,��,	
 
2 Input 
3  � = the number of molecules 
4  � = the volume and dimensions of the computational box 
5  � = the temperature, in units of energy 
6  � = the potential energy function with domain the set of configurations 
7  � = the random number generator with uniform distribution on �0,1� 
8  � = the number of random numbers required by kernel mcStep per iteration 
9  	 = exemplar measurement function with domain the set of configurations 
10  
� = the initial configuration 
11  � = the number of iterations to perform 
12 Output 
13  A = set of measurements on the configuration history 
14  
 = the final configuration 
15 A ← ∅ 
16 � ← �� 
17 for � ← 1 …� do 

18  � ← �() 
19 for � ← 1 …	 do 

20  GPU: forall � in 1 …� 
21   �� ← mcStep(�, ���, �) 
22  CPU: for � ← 1 …� do 

23   � ← �() 
24  synchronize GPU 
25  for � ← 1 …� do 

26   GPU: forall � in 1 …� 
27    �������	� ← +/getPartEnergy��,�, �,�
 
28   CPU: ���	
 ← ��	������, �
 
29   synchronize GPU 
30   ���	
 ← ���	
 + �������	� 
31   swapPart��, ����, �
 
32   GPU: forall � in 1 …� 
33    �������	� ← +/getPartEnergy��,�, �,�
 
34   CPU: ����� ← ��	������, �
 
35   synchronize GPU 
36   ����� ← ����� + �������	� 
37   ∆� ← ������ − ���	
� 
38   if ∆� ≤ 0 or �() < exp�−∆�/�
 then 
39    copyPart�����,�, �
 
40   else 
41    copyPart��, ����, �
 
42   A ← A ∪ ����
� 
43  endfor 

44 endfor 
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In general, Algorithm 3 is executed on the CPU of the host machine; however, 

lines prefixed by “GPU:” are executed asynchronously on a GPU. As the GPU executes its 

code, the CPU executes lines prefixed by “CPU:,” halts at “synchronize GPU,” and does 

not continue until the GPU has finished its tasks. All line numbers in the following 

discussion refer to Algorithm 3. The full source code appears in Appendix A. 

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the host machine’s page-locked 

memory, the GPU global memory, and the data blocks on which the kernels operate. 

When paired with Algorithm 3, Figure 3 should provide the reader with a clearer 

understanding of the novel implementation. 

As Figure 3 shows, the GPU’s global memory has analogous data blocks 

initialized by asynchronously copying the respective page-locked data blocks on the 

host. Host memory accessed asynchronously by the CUDA library must be page-locked 

to permit the GPU to write to the memory whenever it needs without making an inquiry 

with the host system and having the host reload pages of memory. Algorithm 3 implies 

that local variables (and by extension, the physical memory locations) are shared by the 

host and GPU; however, this is an inaccuracy of simplification. The memory copying 

between the host and GPU is of course explicit in the full source code. 
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Figure 3. MMC implementation data flow: rectangles represent memory blocks, 
black arrows represent memory copied between host and GPU, large operator 
symbols represent kernel computation, and green arrows represent input and 
output to the kernel functions or memory copied within the GPU. 
The line numbers refer to Algorithm 3. 
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The following describes the functions of each line of Algorithm 3. To task the 

GPU, the host memory is initialized prior to the first MMC iteration. 

• In Line 1, input parameters are assigned to local variables. Among them are 

the “Computational Box Dimensions,” �, required to apply the minimum 

image convention for periodic boundary conditions. Moreover, � is updated 

if we apply MMC to constant pressure (NPT) instead of constant volume 

(NVT). 

• Lines 2 through 14 define the input and output parameters and variables. 

• Line 15 resets the measurements made on each configuration to the empty 

set. 

• Line 16 copies the initial configuration $� to both the “Trial Molecular 

Moves” 8=�9 and the “Current Configuration” $ data blocks. 

• Lines 17 and 18 generate a large number (typically, some small multiple of N, 

the number of molecules) of random numbers and stores them in the 

“Random Numbers” block, 8��9. 
After initialization, the algorithm proceeds by performing a given number of 

iterations. Each iteration begins by computing its trial molecular moves. 

• Line 19 defines a typical for loop with a fixed the number of the iterations. 

• Lines 20 through 24 compute the trial molecular moves. 

o Line 20 is not a “for loop,” but rather it declares with “forall” that the 

following line is executed by � parallel threads by the GPU. 
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o Line 21 calls the kernel mcStep to compute trial molecular moves. 

o Lines 22 and 23 are functionally identical to lines 17 and 18 and 

executed on the host at the same time the GPU executes lines 20 and 

21. They compute new random numbers for the next iteration. 

o Line 24 stops the CPU from proceedings until the GPU has finished its 

task. 

The algorithm nests within each iteration the loop over each trial molecular 

move to produce trial configurations. Ideally, half of the trials are accepted. When a trial 

is accepted, a new configuration is produced and measured. When a trial is rejected, the 

previous configuration is restored and measured. 

• Line 25 defines a for loop over each “trial molecular move” of the system 

calculated in line 21 by kernel mcStep. 

• Lines 26 through 30 calculate the sum of the energy terms involving the 

current molecule. 

o Line 26 declares that the following line is executed by � threads by 

the GPU. 

o Line 27 calls the kernel getPartEnergy to compute the parallel sum of 

those energy terms which involve the current molecule and all other 

molecules in general. 
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o Line 28 calculates the serial sum of those energy terms which involve 

the current molecule and the few others which have a special 

relationship such as sharing a bond. 

o Line 29 stops the CPU from proceedings until the GPU has finished its 

task. 

o Line 30 sums the parallel and serial terms to get the sum of all energy 

terms involving the current molecule. 

• Line 31 swaps the current molecule in the configuration with its respective 

trial move. This effectively creates a trial configuration and saves the 

previous molecule for possible later restoration. 

• Lines 32 through 36 are identical to lines 26 through 30, respectively. Here 

they calculate the sum of all energy terms involving the current molecule in 

the trial configuration. 

• Lines 37 through 41 determine whether to accept or reject the trial 

configuration. 

o Line 37 calculates the difference in energy between the previous and 

trial configurations. 

o Line 38 implements Metropolis’ acceptance criterion logic, Equation 

(24).  

o Line 39 copies the trial molecule move to the “Trial Molecular Moves” 

overwriting the previous molecule. 
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o Line 40 handles the logic for rejected configurations. 

o Line 41 copies the previous molecule stored in “Trial Molecular 

Moves” by line 31 to the “Current Configuration,” overwriting the 

trial molecular move. 

• Line 42 collects measures made on the current configuration. 

• Lines 43 and 44 close the nested loops. 

Let’s examine each of the fours kernels in detail. 

2.1.1 THE MCSTEP KERNEL 

Kernel mcStep is called in line 21 of Algorithm 3 to compute trial molecular 

moves. In actuality, mcStep maps random numbers generated by the CPU to molecular 

moves (i.e., positions, orientations, etc.). 

The kernels read input, execute, and write output asynchronously which requires 

the host memory to be page-locked. Host memory is page-locked when allocated during 

initialization. The following initialization snippet demonstrates how this is accomplished 

in CUDA C (version 4.0): 

double* h_randNum; 
int randArrayLength = 1000000; 
cudaMallocHost( 
    (void**)&h_randNum, 
    randArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 

In the above, the CUDA library function cudaMallocHost()  functions similarly to 

malloc()  in the C programming language which is called to allocate memory on the 
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heap; however, in addition to allocation, cudaMallocHost()  page-locks the memory. 

The GPU tracks these calls to permit itself rapid random read and write access to the 

memory any time during the lifetime of the allocation. 

The GPU’s memory must also be allocated in a manner akin to calling malloc() . 

In the following example code segment, the CUDA library function cudaMalloc()  

allocates memory in the GPU’s global memory. This is also called once during 

initialization. 

double* d_randNum; 
int randArrayLength = 1000000; 
cudaMalloc( 
    (void*)&d_randNum, 
    randArrayLength*sizeof(double));  

The resulting pointer d_randNum  is the address of the first address in the 

allocation. It’s a pointer like h_randNum  in the previous example; but because it 

references the GPU’s internal memory, the host must use a CUDA library function to 

access the GPU’s memory. The following segment demonstrates asynchronous memory 

copying from the host to the GPU using the CUDA library function cudaMemcpyAsync() : 

double* d_randNum; 
double* h_randNum; 
int randArrayLength = 1000000; 
cudaMemcpyAsync( 
    d_randNum, 
    h_randNum, 
    randArrayLength*sizeof(double), 
    cudaMemcpyHostToDevice);  

Again, this is very similar in style to the memcpy()  C function; however, when the 

GPU is tasked here, the host’s thread can continue regardless of when the copy task 

completes because it is asynchronous. 
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The preceding examples have served to demonstrate memory transfers between 

the host and GPU. The mcStep kernel is (finally) launched after the GPU’s data blocks 

“Random Numbers” and “Trial Molecular Moves” (Figure 3), the inputs to the mcStep 

kernel, are populated. Kernels are launched using the following example syntax: 

mcStep<<<nBlocks,nThreadsPerBlock>>>(… parameters … ); 

The parameters within the triple-nested angle brackets (<<<…>>>) are the 

kernel’s execution configuration. The execution configuration is more technical than 

simply the number of threads we want to launch; however, it suffices for now to state 

that the execution configuration determines the number of threads launched. 

The coding of mcStep and the number of random numbers to supply directly 

depend on the spatial dimensions and the properties of the molecules being modeled. 

For example, the author modeled three-dimensional molecules with orientation in 

addition to position. The following exemplar implementation of mcStep should illustrate 

an ideal kernel, one that is brief and lacks little logical branching. It maps random 

numbers to trial positions and orientations: 
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__global__ void mcStep( 
    const double posStepSize, 
    const double angleStepSize, 
    const double* randomNumbers, 
    double* trialPositions, 
    double* trialOrients) 
{ 
    // Identify this thread 
    const int i0 = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadId x.x; 
    if (nMolecules <= i0) 
        return; 
 
    // Get additional array indices for random numb ers 
    const int i1 = i0 + nMolecules; 
    const int i2 = i1 + nMolecules; 
    const int i3 = i2 + nMolecules; 
    const int i4 = i3 + nMolecules; 
 
    // Randomly displace the monomer 
    const double z = 2.*randomNumbers[i0]-1.; 
    const double h = sqrt(fabs(1.-z*z)); 
    const double p = TWO_PI*randomNumbers[i1]; 
 
    trialPositions[i0] += posStepSize * h * cos(p);  
    trialPositions[i1] += posStepSize * h * sin(p);  
    trialPositions[i2] += posStepSize * z; 
 
    // Randomly rotate the monomer 
    trialOrients[i0] += angleStepSize * (2.*floor(2 .*randomNumbers[i2]) 
- 1); 
    trialOrients[i1] += angleStepSize * (2.*floor(2 .*randomNumbers[i3]) 
- 1); 
    trialOrients[i2] += angleStepSize * (2.*floor(2 .*randomNumbers[i4]) 
- 1); 
} 

The qualifier __global__ declares the function to be a kernel, a function that 

can be called only from the host but is executed by the GPU. 

The first line in the function body is a typical construct in CUDA for obtaining the 

thread’s unique integer index i0 . The succeeding line contains the kernel’s only 

branching logic which prevents any threads that do not map to a molecule from 

performing any calculations. 
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    const int i0 = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadId x.x; 
    if (nMolecules <= i0) 
        return; 

The indices into randomNumbers  and other arrays are calculated on the next four 

lines.  

    const int i1 = i0 + nMolecules; 
    const int i2 = i1 + nMolecules; 
    const int i3 = i2 + nMolecules; 
    const int i4 = i3 + nMolecules; 

This particular spacing of the indices is a typical coding style in CUDA intended to 

improve optimization. As threads within a warp execute the code in lockstep, each will 

attempt to read its five respective array elements of randomNumbers  in global memory 

simultaneously. The memory accesses are faster when all the requested memory is 

contiguous. 

The remaining lines (1) map the first two random numbers to a random direction 

uniformly distributed over a sphere and (2) map the last three random numbers to a 

random increment or decrement of each Euler angle. 

2.1.2 THE GETPARTENERGY KERNEL 

Kernel getPartEnergy is called in lines 27 and 33 of Algorithm 3 to compute the 

sum of those energy terms which involve the current molecule and scale in number with 

the total number of molecules. For example, terms that only apply to nearest 

neighboring molecules do not scale in number with system size and are therefore 
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excluded from the parallel sum. It is usually more efficient to sum such terms serially on 

the host rather than employ a GPU. 

The following CUDA C code is an example implementation of the getPartEnergy 

kernel less any actual energy calculations: 

__global__ void getPartEnergy( 
    const int iMolecule, 
    const double cutoffDistance, 
    const double* compBoxDim, 
    const double* positions, 
    const double* orientations, 
    double* blockEnergy) 
{ 
    // Sum results at end to get block totals 
    extern __shared__ double termEnergy[]; 
    termEnergy[threadIdx.x] = 0; 
 
    const int jMolecule = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + t hreadIdx.x; 
 
    // Sum terms involving molecules iMolecule & jM olecule 
    // termEnergy[threadIdx.x] += …  
 
    // . 
    // . 
    // . 
 
    // Wait for all threads in block to finish comp utations 
    __syncthreads(); 
 
    // Sum the terms in the block 
    int i = blockDim.x/2; 
    while (0 < i) 
    { 
        if (threadIdx.x < i) 
        { 
            termEnergy[threadIdx.x] += termEnergy[t hreadIdx.x + i]; 
        } 
        __syncthreads(); 
        i /= 2; 
    } 
 
    // If this is the first thread in the block, 
    // then write the block total to the array 
    if (threadIdx.x == 0) 
    { 
        blockEnergy[blockIdx.x] = termEnergy[0]; 
    } 
}  
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The first line is an example use of shared memory. Each block of threads has its 

own copy of the termEnergy  array, and all threads in a given block have access. This 

differs from global memory which all threads can access. The tradeoff for this constraint 

is speed. Shared memory is faster than global memory. The author uses it here to 

implement a log-time sum of the threads’ energy terms. 

When a thread finishes calculating its respective energy terms, it hits 

__syncthreads()  where it halts until all other threads in the block also reach the same 

point. When the threads proceed, the termEnergy  array will be completely populated 

by each thread’s energy term. These terms can then be summed without fear of being 

further altered by some tardy thread. 

Finally, the sum of the terms in termEnergy  array is copied to an element in the 

blockEnergy  array whose entries are energy term subtotals. These block subtotals are 

summed serially by the host. 

2.1.3 THE SWAPPART KERNEL 

Kernel swapPart is called in line 31 of Algorithm 3 to swap the current molecule 

in the configuration with its respective trial move in the GPU’s global memory. This 

creates a trial configuration and saves a copy of the previous molecule. When executed, 

only one thread runs this kernel. Code for this action is trivial and appears in the 

appendix. 
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2.1.4 THE COPYPART KERNEL 

Kernel copyPart is called in lines 39 and 41 of Algorithm 3 to accept or reject the 

trial configuration. It either overwrites the previous molecule in the trial molecular 

moves with the trial move, or vice-versa. When executed, only one thread runs this 

kernel. Code for this action is trivial and appears in the appendix. 
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3 APPLICATION TO POLYPYRROLE 

The MMC implementation was primarily tested on and applied to the bulk 

oligomers of pyrrole (Py). The bulk of tests were done on

chains of twelve monomers in length, 12-Py. Pyrrole monomers (

b) when hydrogen atoms bonded at positions 2 and 5 

substituted by another Py monomer. 

 

(b) 

. The chemical composition of the pyrrole molecule (a)

Py oligopyrrole chain structure of twelve monomers (b).
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double-single carbon-carbon bonds. Molecular systems with this characteristic are 

denoted as conjugated polymers. 

Bulk systems were simulated using periodic boundary conditions observing the 

minimum image convention. The 12-Py potential model used was developed recently 

and was based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) analysis [39]. 

3.1 POTENTIAL MODEL 

The referenced polypyrrole potential model was first proposed by Yafei Dai and 

Estela Blaisten-Barojas in 2010 [7]. The model assumes that the pyrrole monomers are 

rigid, planar bodies, but the polymer chains may expand, contract, bend and twist at the 

flexible carbon-carbon inter-ring bonds. In addition, each rigid monomer carries a 

permanent electric dipole moment anchored at its center. 

The polypyrrole model consists of six additive components: 

1. Bonding, a Morse potential between adjoining monomers. 

2. Bending, a harmonic cosine potential between three adjoining monomers. 

3. Torsion, an angular term between the four atoms of adjoining monomers 

that include the inter-ring pair of carbon atoms. 

4. Anti-coiling, a 9-6 Mie Jones function between non-neighboring monomers 

within each oligomer. 

5. Dipole-dipole interaction between all monomer pairs. 
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6. Excluded volume, a second 9-6 Mie-Jones potential between all pairs 

belonging to different oligomers. 

These six components sum such that 

 "�$��% = "�$&'�&( + "��&'�&( + "�$�)�$&+	"�&���$�%�&(+	"'��$%� + "��.*$%. (26) 

where "�$��%  is the total potential energy for a system with m chains of n-Py, 

"�$&'�&( = ∑ ∑ @�$&'�&(,�,�&���	�
���

+
���   

"��&'�&( = ∑ ∑ @��&'�&(,�,�&���	�
���
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�	�
���   

"��.*$%. = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ @��.*$%.,�,�,%,�&�%�
���

+
%���

&���
���

+	�
���   

� = ∑ ����+
���   

�(�) is the number of monomers in the �th chain, 

@�$&'�&(,�,� is the bonding term between the �th and (�+1)th monomers in the �th chain, 

@��&'�&(,�,� is the bending term of the �th, (�+1)th and (�+2)th monomers in the �th chain, 

@�$�)�$&,�,� is the torsion term between the �th and (�+1)th monomers in the �th chain, 

@�&���$�%�&(,�,�,� is the anticoiling term between the �th and �th monomers of the �th chain, 

@'��$%�,�,�	is the dipole-dipole term between the �th and �th monomers, and 

@��.*$%.,�,�,%,� is the excluded volume interchain term between the �th monomer of the 

�th chain and the �th monomer of the Ath chain. 
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Table 4 summarizes the model’s terms and parameter values by energy 

component. The bond, bending and torsion components are strictly “intra-chain;” 

meaning, these components do not apply between pairs of monomers not within the 

same polypyrrole chain. On the other hand, the dipole-dipole and 9-6 Mie Jones 

components apply to monomer pairs in the same chain (anti-coiling) and to those that 

are not (excluded volume). Therefore, only the dipole-dipole and excluded volume 

components contribute to the “interchain” energy. Moreover, in the context of intra-

chain energy, the 9-6 Mie-Jones component called anti-coiling and does not apply to 

adjoining monomers. 

Table 4. Polypyrrole potential equations and constants. 

Component Term Parameter Value 

Bonding �� ��1 − ����������� − 1� �� 7.0196 eV � 1.9197 Å-1
 � 3.8579 Å 

Bending ������ − ��� �
� 
�� 1.2517 eV  � 139.5° 

Torsion 

��!1 − ����" − "�
# 
+��!1 − ���	3�" − "�
# 
+��!∠123 + ∠122′ + ∠2′23 − 2%#� 
+��!∠1′2′3′ + ∠1′2′2 + ∠22′3′ − 2%#� 

�� 0.081 eV �� 0.0322 eV �� 5.1808 eV "� 154° 

Dipole-dipole &'�� (���) − 3���*����*�+ ' 1.0121 D & 0.6240801964 eV Å3
 D

-2
 

9-6 Mie-Jones 2, -./0
�

− �

�
./0

�1 , 
0.0069 eV, intra-chain 

0.066 eV, inter-chain 

/ 
9.6801 Å, intra-chain 

5.8686 Å, inter-chain 

In all potential terms, � is the distance between a pair of monomers’ centers of 

mass. The bonding term applies only to neighboring monomers within a chain, and the 
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anti-coiling term applies to the non-neighboring pairs. The parameter values used in the 

9-6 Mie Jones term depend on whether the monomer pair are in the same chain (intra-

chain) or not (inter-chain). 

In the bending term, B is the angle described by three adjoining monomers’ 

centers of mass. Therefore, 

 =CDB = E �F� 	 ∙ �F�|�F�||�F�|H (27) 

where �F� is the vector from the second monomer’s center of mass to the first 

monomer’s center of mass, and �F� is the vector from the second monomer’s center of 

mass to the third monomer’s center of mass. 

In the torsion term, I is the dihedral angle between the planes of adjoining 

monomers. Therefore, 

 cos I = �J� ∙ �J�  (28) 

the inner product of unit normal vectors �J�  and �J�  to the adjoining monomers (see 

Figure 5). 

The torsion cosine terms of are implemented via two trigonometric identities. 

First, apply the angle addition identity for cosine to derive 

 =CD�I − I�� = cos I cosI� + sin I sinI� (29) 

where cosI� and sinI� are pre-computed from I�, a model constant (see Table 4), and 

0 ≤ sin I = +K1 − cos� I because 0 ≤ I ≤ π. Second, apply the triple-angle identity 

for cosine 



 

 

where � � 	� � �� is trivially evaluated because 

above. 

Figure 5. Pyrrole monomer normal vectors 

and ���  inward), dipole vectors 

 the centers of mass of (not necessarily adjoining) monomers.

The original published polypyrrole model includes only the first “
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cos3� � 4 cos� � � 3cos� 

is trivially evaluated because cos� � ����� � �

. Pyrrole monomer normal vectors ��� and ���  (���  points outward,

� inward), dipole vectors ��� and ���, and ���� the vector between

the centers of mass of (not necessarily adjoining) monomers.

The original published polypyrrole model includes only the first “

includes the addition of a second “��” term for symmetry. Both 

terms act to keep the inter-ring bond within the plane of both monomers.

122′ and ∠2′23) are described by the atomic positions internal to 

the monomers as shown in Figure 5 (discussed below). 

(30) 

��� is evaluated 

 
� points outward, 

the vector between 

the centers of mass of (not necessarily adjoining) monomers. 

The original published polypyrrole model includes only the first “��” term for 

for symmetry. Both �� 

ring bond within the plane of both monomers. The atomic 

) are described by the atomic positions internal to 
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Although Figure 5 only shows two adjoining monomers, the dipole-dipole terms 

are defined for all monomer pairs. In the dipole-dipole term, L is the angle between the 

dipoles of the �th and �th monomers, � ≠ �; and therefore, 

 =CDL =
�F� 	 ∙ �F���  (31) 

where �F� and �F�  are the dipole vectors with magnitude �. Moreover, M� and M�  are the 

angles between the respective dipole and �F�� the vector between centers of mass of the 

�th and �th monomers. They are given by 

 cosM� =
�F� 	 ∙ �F���N�F��N  (32) 

and similarly for cosM�. 

The normal vector to each monomer, dipole vectors and atomic positions are 

computed from the monomer coordinates as explained in the following section. 

3.2 MONOMER STUCTURE AND COORDINATES 

Each monomer is represented by six coordinates: three spatial in the supercell 

(or computational box) reference frame and three for orientation. The computational 

box coordinates are right-handed Cartesian. Orientation is implemented with three 

Euler angles in the Z-X-Z convention. 

The monomer body-fixed coordinates are right-handed Cartesian such that  

• the center of mass coincides with the origin, 
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• the atomic positions all lie in the x-y plane, 

• the dipole aligns with the positive y-axis, and 

• the normal aligns with the positive z-axis. 

Each monomer’s Euler angles specify how the monomer is rotated assuming 

initially the dipole aligned with the system-fixed positive y-axis and the normal aligned 

with the system-fixed positive z-axis. The composite rotation matrix for use in 

converting body-fixed coordinates to system-fixed coordinates is 

 2 = 3cos*cos4 − sin*cos sin4 −cos*sin4 − sin*cos cos4 sin*sin 
sin*cos4 + cos*cos sin4 −sin*sin4 + cos*cos cos4 −cos*sin 

sin sin4 sin cos4 cos 5 (33) 

where M, B and O are the monomer’s Euler angles (Z-X-Z convention). P is the inverse of 

the composition of the rotation matrices representing the Euler angles’ rotations. 

Coordinates of free vectors such as the dipole and normal depend only on monomer 

orientation; therefore, 

 Q�,R,S,T = P Q��R�S�T (34) 

where: 

�,, R, and S,	are the system-fixed coordinates of the free vector, 

U is the Euler angle composite rotation matrix defined above, and 

��, R� and S� 	are the monomer’s body-fixed coordinates of the position vector. 

The unit normal vector is given by setting �� = R� = 0 and S� = 1, above: 
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 �J = Q sinMsinB
−cosMsinB

cosB T (35) 

where M and B are the monomer’s first two Euler angles. Note that nJ  does not depend 

on O, the last Euler angle which rotates about what ultimately becomes the body-fixed 

z-axis. 

The unit dipole vector is given by setting �� = S� = 0 and R� = 1 above and 

ignoring the center of mass position: 

 �̂ = Q−cosMsinO − sinMcosBcosO
−sinMsinO + cosMcosBcosO

sinBcosO T (36) 

where M, B and O are the monomer’s Euler angles. 

Table 5 gives the internal coordinates for the ten atomic positions and respective 

masses. 

Table 5. Pyrrole monomer coordinates in the system fixed in the body. 

Pos. # Element 
Body-Fixed 

Atomic Position (Å) 
Mass 

(g/mole) 
x y 

1 N 0.000000 1.125607 14.003074 
2 C 1.129802 0.331226 12 
3 C 0.713381 -0.983447 12 
4 C -0.713381 -0.983447 12 
5 C -1.129802 0.331226 12 
6 H 0.000000 2.127809 1.007825 
7 H 2.117005 0.758412 1.007825 
8 H 1.354615 -1.848615 1.007825 
9 H -1.354615 -1.848615 1.007825 

10 H -2.117005 0.758412 1.007825 
Total 67.042199 
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The mass of a pyrrole monomer is 67.042199 grams/mole. The mass of a n-Py 

chain is given by 

 W&-. = �W-. − �2� − 2�W/ (37) 

where W&-. is the mass of n-Py, � is the number of monomers, W-. is the mass of 

pyrrole, and W/	is the mass of hydrogen. Therefore, the mass of 12-Py is 

 
W��	-. = 12W-. − 22W/ 

≅ 1�67.042199	g ∙ mol	�� − 22�1.007825	g ∙ mol	�� 
≅ 782.334238	g ∙ mol	� 

(38) 

The x-coordinates are symmetric about the y-axis; and therefore, the center of 

mass lies on the y-axis. The y-coordinates on the other hand are not symmetric. The 

monomer center of mass y-coordinate as derived from the positions and masses of 

Table 5 is about 0.000830Å, not quite zero. 

To convert the coordinates of an atomic position from a given monomer’s body-fixed 

coordinates to the system-fixed coordinates, apply 

 Q�,R,S,T = P Q��R�S�T + Q�01R01S01T (39) 

where 

�,, R, and S,	are the system-fixed coordinates of the position vector, 

U is the rotation matrix defined above, 

��, R� and S� 	are the monomer’s body-fixed coordinates of the position vector, and 

�01, R01 and S01	are the system -fixed coordinates of the monomer’s center of mass 

position vector. 
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3.3 INITIAL CONFIGURATION 

Polypyrrole simulations typically initiate in an orthorhombic, face-centered 

configuration of sites where the center of mass of the chains are placed. Due to the 

linear nature of the 12-Py oligomers, a perfect cubic computational box is not possible 

to be constructed with modest number of oligomers at the desired system density. The 

computational box the author used was almost cubic and obtained by placing 64 

oligomers in sites consistent with the following lattice constants: 

• Two lattice parameters, # and >, are equal or approximately equal; and the 

third lattice parameter, =, is sufficiently longer (i.e., # ≅ > < =) to 

accommodate the length of one oligopyrrole chain. 

• Each lattice position is occupied by one oligopyrrole chain with the center of 

mass at the lattice site. 

• Each chain is oriented to extend in the direction of the longest lattice 

dimension. 

The cutoff radius for the interactions is less than half the smallest dimension of 

the computational box, but typically no more than 50 Ångströms. 

The initial inter-chain configuration is constructed such that no two oligopyrrole 

chains overlap. For 12-Py, the nominal lattice parameters are # = > = 11Å and 

= = 44Å. 

The density of n-Py is given by 
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 X =
4W&-.�2�##  (40) 

where X is density, W&-. is the mass of n-Py and �2�## is the volume of the unit cell 

which contains four lattice points. Therefore, the system density of 12-Py is 

 

X =
4�782.334238	g ∙ mol	���6.02214129 × 10�3mol	��Y%11	Å&%11	Å&%44	Å&Z 

=
4�1.29909645	 × 10	��g��5,324 × 10	�4	mL�  

≅ 0.976	gmL	3 

(41) 

The initial intrachain configuration is constructed to minimize intra-chain energy 

such that the monomer centers of mass are coplanar and form a zigzag pattern that 

does not self-intersect. Although this is not the global minimum, it is sufficiently close to 

allow equilibration. 

 
Figure 6. Wireframe illustration of 12-Pyrrole. The zigzagging 

line connects the monomers’ centers of mass. 

The minimum bonding and bending energies determine the monomer positions 

by determining the parameters of the zigzag pattern. Bonding energy is minimal at 

� = �� and @�$&'���� = −[� = −7.0196	eV. For 12-Py which has 11 nearest-neighbor 
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bonds, the total minimum bond energy is −11[� ≅ −77.2156	eV. Bending energy is 

minimal for B = B�, and @��&'�&(�B�� = 0. 

The minimum torsion energy determines the monomer orientations. Torsion 

energy is minimal when both (a) I = I� and (b) the inter-ring bond lies in the planes of 

both monomers – equivalently, each carbon in the inter-ring bond lies in the opposite 

monomer’s plane. If the inter-ring bond lies within both planes, then it lies along the 

planes’ intersection. Clearly, the line of intersection between the planes of adjacent 

monomers runs parallel to the x-axis, and the inter-ring bond initially runs askew of the 

x-axis. 

The initial orientation only consists of rotation B about the x-axis. For all monomers, the 

first and third Euler angles are zero (M = O = 0), and the corresponding rotation matrix 

is 

 P�B� = !P|5�6�� = Q1 0 0
0 cosB −sinB
0 sinB cosB T (42) 

The second Euler angle alternates between two values: B = 167° for the first 

monomer, B = 13° for the second, etc. Although this sets the dihedral angle between 

bonded monomers equal to I� = 154°, these rotations move the inter-ring bonds 

slightly out of the monomer planes. The torsion energy terms involving �� and �� in 

Table 4 vanish, but not the �3 terms. 
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The �3 terms are the most tedious to compute. Considering the first monomer of an 

oligopyrrole chain, the coordinates (in Å) of the carbon at positions 1, 2 and 3 (see Table 

5) are given by Eq. (34): 

 67�,� = 31 0 0
0 cos � −sin �
0 sin � cos � 5 3

0
1.125607

0
5 = 3 0

1.125607	cos �
1.125607	sin �5 ≅ 3 0

−1.096758
0.253206

5 (43) 

 67�,� = 31 0 0
0 cos � −sin �
0 sin � cos � 5 3

1.129802
0.331226

0
5 = 3 1.129802

0.331226	cos �
0.331226	sin �5 ≅ 3 1.129802

−0.322737
0.0745096

5 (44) 

 67�,� = 31 0 0
0 cos � −sin �
0 sin � cos � 5 3

0.713381
−0.983447

0
5 = 3 0.713381

−0.983447	cos �
−0.983447	sin �5 ≅ 3 0.713381

0.958241
−0.221227

5 (45) 

where \]]F7,8 is location of position ^ relative to the center of mass of monomer 1, and 

B� = 167°. The coordinates (in Å) of position 5 in the second monomer are given by 

equation (34): 

 67�,� = 31 0 0
0 cos � −sin �
0 sin � cos � 5 3

−1.129802
0.331226

0
5 = 3 −1.129802

0.331226	cos �
0.331226	sin �5 ≅ 3−1.129802

0.322737
0.0745096

5 (46) 

where \]]F9,: is the location of position 5 relative to the center of mass of monomer 2, and 

B� = 13°. However, this is offset by the displacement of the center of mass of the 

second monomer from the center of mass of the first monomer: 

 �F = �� _̀̀
àcos �b

2
−
B�
2
�

sin �b
2

−
B�
2
�

0 cdd
de

≅ Q 3.6194
−1.3353

0
T (47) 
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where f]F is the vector from the center of mass of the first monomer to the center of 

mass of the second monomer �� = 3.8579Å and B� = 139.5°. Position 5 in the second 

monomer relative to the center of mass of the first monomer is: 

 gF�,�� = gF�,; + �F ≅ Q 2.4896
−1.0126

0.0745096
T (48) 

where \]]F7,9�  is position 2’ of Figure 5 relative to the center of mass of the first monomer, 

and \]]F9,: and �F�� are defined above. The inter-ring bond vector from the first to the 

second monomer is: 

 gF�,�� − gF�,� ≅ Q 2.4896
−1.0126

0.0745096
T − Q 1.129802

−0.322737
0.0745096

T ≅ Q 1.3598
−0.68983

0
T (49) 

The other two bond vectors are simply: 

 gF�,� − gF�,� ≅ Q−1.129802
−0.774021

0.178696
T (50) 

 gF�,3 − gF�,� ≅ Q−0.416421
1.280978

−0.295737
T (51) 

The initial length of the inter-ring bond is given by 

 hgF�,�� − gF�,�h ≅ 1.5248 (52) 

The lengths of the bonds within the monomer structure are invariants of the model due 

to the rigidity of the monomer.  

 ‖gF� − gF�‖ ≅ 1.38112 (53) 
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 ‖gF3 − gF�‖ ≅ 1.37905 (54) 

Angles between the bonds involving the carbon at position 2 are determined by inner 

product. 

 ∠123 = cos	�
�\]]F7 − \]]F9� ∙ �\]]F< − \]]F9�‖\]]F7 − \]]F9‖‖\]]F< − \]]F9‖ ≅ 1.87686	radians (55) 

 ∠122′ = cos	�
�\]]F7 − \]]F9� ∙ %�\]]F: + f]F79� − \]]F9&‖\]]F7 − \]]F9‖‖�\]]F: + f]F79� − \]]F9‖ ≅ 2.06687	radians (56) 

 ∠2′23 = cos	�
%�\]]F: + f]F79� − \]]F9& ∙ �\]]F< − \]]F9�‖�\]]F: + f]F79� − \]]F9‖‖\]]F< − \]]F9‖ ≅ 2.33164	radians (57) 

Although the bonds are not coplanar, the defect is quite small. 

 2b − �∠123 + ∠122′ + ∠2′23� ≅ 0.00781	radians (58) 

The 11 inter-ring bonds in 12-Py each have two �3 terms. The symmetry of the 

initial configuration makes all 22 �3 terms are equal. The total intrachain torsion energy 

for 12-Py is therefore 

 �11��2��5.1808	eV��0.00781�� ≅ 0.006947	eV (59) 

The dipole-dipole and excluded volume components are not minimized and not 

involved in determining the initial configuration of polypyrrole. Table 6 summarizes the 

intra-chain energy component values of the initial configuration. As desired, the 

anticoling energy is positive for 12-Py because of the close proximity of next-nearest-

neighboring monomers. 
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Table 6. Polypyrrole minimum and initial intra-chain component energies. 

Component Minimizing Condition(s) 
Minimum 

Value 
Initial Value 

for 12-Py (eV) 

Bond  = � −�� -77.2156 

Bending  =  � 0 0 

Torsion 

" = "� 

∠123 + ∠122� + ∠2�23 = 2% 

∠1′2′3′ + ∠1′2′2 + ∠22′3′ = 2% 

0 0.006947 

Dipole-dipole 

 → 0 

���) < 3���*����*� 
−∞ -0.0539062 

Excluded volume  = 	/ −� 0.6389 

Total -76.6237 

3.4 MONTE CARLO STEP SIZES 

In his original paper, Metropolis suggested making moves from a random 

uniform distribution over a differential cubic box centered on the previous position. 

Prof. Blaisten-Barojas recommends taking a random step of a given fixed length in a 

direction from a uniform distribution over a sphere. This strategy of move selection was 

used throughout because it strongly enhances the algorithm’s ability to dynamically 

change the size of the step if a 50% acceptance rate is not obtained along a run. 

For Monte Carlo practitioners, the ideal average acceptance rate for each trial 

configuration in MMC is 50%. In the implementation, an acceptance rate from 40 to 60% 

was considered adequate. The acceptance rate is primarily controlled by step size. For a 

given temperature, we can select a step size that gives an adequate acceptance rate. For 
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sufficiently large step sizes, trial configurations differ greatly from the previous 

configuration; and therefore, the energies tend to differ greatly. Large changes in 

energy are usually large increases because it is usually easier to randomly increase 

rather than decrease the energy. Such trials tend to be rejected. For sufficiently small 

step sizes, trial configurations differ so little that the energy change becomes negligible, 

and the trials are always accepted. At 1,000 K, the author found 0.1 Å to be an adequate 

step size. For other temperatures, the step size is scaled by a function determined 

experimentally. With greater temperature, the acceptance probability and the average 

acceptance rate increase; therefore, the ideal step size increases linearly with 

temperature. 

For rotations, each Euler angle is changed independently. Each of the three 

angles is changed a given fixed angular amount with a 50% probability of increasing and 

a 50% probability of decreasing. The author used an angular step size of one degree, but 

did not change this with temperature because energy was affected much more by the 

translational moves and was not as sensitive to the rotational moves. 

3.5 BENCHMARKING 

Benchmarking was performed on a host workstation equipped with an Intel Core 

i5-2300K CPU clocked at 2.5GHz with 8 GB RAM and an NVIDIA Tesla C2070 GPU with 

448 cores and 6 GB RAM. 
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The implementation of the CUDA GPU-accelerated MMC and the bulk 12-Py 

model was benchmarked by measuring the average runtime per iteration. For 

comparison, a serial version of MMC that utilized one CPU without GPU acceleration 

was implemented. 

Table 7 tabulates the benchmark results for seven system sizes ranging from a 

few thousand to a few hundred thousand molecules. The benchmark results include the 

runtimes for (1) the serial implementation of MMC (“without GPU”) and (2) the parallel 

implementation of MMC (“with GPU”). The “speed-up factor” is the ratio of the runtime 

without GPU to the runtime with GPU. The four system sizes (N = 6,144 to 96,000) are 

based on the runtime averaged over 100 iterations. The largest three (N = 165,888 to 

393,216) are based on the runtime averaged over 10 iterations. 

Table 7. Benchmarking results comparing runtimes and speed-up factor versus system 
size. 

N, the number 

of molecules 

Runtime without GPU 

(seconds/iteration) 

Runtime with GPU 

(seconds/iteration) 

Speed-Up 

Factor 

768 0.16 0.07 2.3 

6,144 10.21 0.59 17.3 

20,736 80.89 3.19 25.4 

49,152 378.67 10.31 36.7 

96,000 1,420.89 28.32 50.2 

165,888 3,909.76 70.59 55.4 

263,424 9,678.41 160.99 60.1 

393,216 21,392.80 342.47 62.5 

Figure 7 plots the runtimes on the left vertical axis and the speed-up factor on a 

different scale on the right vertical axis. 
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Figure 7. Benchmarking results plotting runtimes 

and speed-up factor versus system size. 

Dai and Blaisten-Barojas performed a previous simulation using a serial 

implementation of a medium size 12-Py system containing 768 oligopyrroles [21]. 

Employing a CUDA GPU-accelerated implementation speeds up the same simulation by 

a factor of 2.3. This might not seem impressive, but the speed up factor is significantly 

larger for larger systems. Without the GPU, the next larger system (N = 6,144) takes 

over 64 times longer to run than the smallest system (N = 768). With the GPU 

acceleration the N = 6,144 utilizes a runtime that is less than 9 times longer, a great time 

savings with speed up factor of over 17. 
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3.6 COLLECTED STATISTICS 

To verify the implementation of CUDA GPU-accelerated MMC, bulk 12-pyrrole 

was simulated and the mean values and standard deviations of the potential energy, 

chain end-to-end distance, radius of gyration, chain alignment parameter [40], and 

segmental order parameter [41] were collected. A histogram of chain pair centers of 

mass distance to construct the pair correlation function was also compiled. 

The measured radius of gyration is given by 

 j( = k1�
N�F� − 〈�F〉�=��&,�N��

���

 (60) 

where j( is the radius of gyration, � is the number of molecules, �F�  is the position of 

the center of mass of the �th molecule, and 〈�F〉�=��&,� is the average position of the 

molecular centers of mass of the chain containing the �th molecule. 

The measured chain alignment parameter � is given by [38] 

 � = �3

2
� 1�
E #F� ∙ 〈#F〉|#F�||〈#F〉|H�

&

���

−
1

2
 (61) 

where � is the chain alignment parameter, � is the number of chains, #F� =

%�F�,%�)� − �F�,>��)�& is the director vector of the �th chain, �F�,>��)� and �F�,%�)� are the 

positions of the centers of mass of first and last, respectively, molecules of the �th chain, 

and 〈#F〉 =
�

&
∑ �?@�

|�?@�|
&
���  is the average director vector for the system. 

The measured segmental order parameter � is given by [39] 
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 � =
3

2

1�� − ��
 
 l#F� ∙ %�F�,�� − �F�,�&N#F�NN�F�,�� − �F�,�N m
��/&	�

���

&

���

−
1

2
 (62) 

where � is the segmental order parameter, � is the number of molecules, � is the 

number of chains, #F� = %�F�,%�)� − �F�,>��)�& is the director vector of the �th chain, �F�,� is the 

position of the center of mass of the �th molecule in the �th chain. 

The observations were compared to results previously published by Dai and 

Blaisten-Barojas [21]. Both simulated systems were composed of 768 molecules as 64 

chains of 12-pyrrole, and both MMC simulations were run at constant temperature T = 

300 K. However, the simulations differ slightly in density; in Ref. [3], a density of X = 0.98 

g/cm3 was used, but the system simulated here had a density of X = 0.976 g/cm3. 

Table 8 lists a comparison of system properties from the test simulation with 

those from [21]. The statistics from the novel implementation were compiled from 

500,000 iterations after the system was equilibrated with over one million iterations. 

Because energy is measured for each MC step, energy is compiled from 384 million 

moves (768 x 500,000 = 3.84 x 108). All other properties are sampled once per each of 

the 500,000 iterations. 

Regarding the binding energy, the total potential energy per chain, the new 

value of −84.1 eV is significantly lower than the value of −76.4 eV reported in [21]; 

however, the intrachain portion of the novel energy value is very similar to the same. 

Chain end-to-end distance was measured two ways: (1) “cm-to-cm,” the distance 

between the centers of mass of a chain’s terminating monomers, and (2) “H-to-H,” the 
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distance between the hydrogen atoms of a chain’s terminating monomers. The cm-to-

cm measurement yielded a 2% larger value than what is reported in [21]. Similarly, the 

new radius of gyration is about 7% larger. As for the chain alignment parameter, there is 

no explanation why the value is so near to unity. 

Table 8. System properties compared to values previously reported by Dai and Blaisten-
Barojas [21]. Values shown are the mean ± the standard deviation. 
System Property Value Dai and Blaisten-Barojas [21] 

N, the number of molecules 768 768 

Temperature (K) 300 300 

Density (g/cm3) 0.976 0.98 

Binding energy (eV) -84.101 ± 0.015 -76.418 ± 0.019 

Intrachain energy per chain (eV) -76.345 ± 0.012  

Chain end-to-end distance (Å) 41.25 ± 0.03 40.32 ± 0.06 

Rg, Radius of gyration (Å) 12.96 ± 0.01 12.13 ± 0.01 

S, chain alignment parameter  0.9998 ± 0.00003 0.92 ± 0.04 

Z, segmental order parameter 0.92 ± 0.003 0.77 ±0.03 
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Figure 8 is a plot of the pair correlation function between monomers in different 

chains at T=300 K. The function clearly indicates a semi crystalline arrangement. The 

first peak is characteristic of the first shell of neighboring monomers around each 

monomer in a different chain. The chains are stacked in layers that are 5.5 A apart and 

also in rows that are 5.5 A apart when set up in the initial fcc lattice. The second peak 

differs from the first by 3.8 A, which is the distance between monomers within each 

chain. The pair correlation function indicates little variation in the chain centers of mass 

positions with respect to the fcc initial arrangement. 

 
Figure 8. Pair correlation function of the system containing 64 oligopyrroles (12-Py) at 
T=300 K, considering distances between the centers of mass of every 12-Py oligomer. 
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Figure 9 is a histogram of the potential energies of 384 million configurations 

sampled from the MMC run at 300 K. Its Gaussian-like shape provides evidence that the 

MMC algorithm has been implemented correctly and thermodynamic equilibrium was 

attained. 

 
Figure 9. Histogram of the binding energy with the mean energy value indicated. 

The cutoff distance of 22 Ångströms imposed by the computational box being a 

44 Å x 44 Å x 44 Å cube is rather short and may have had undesirable effects on the 

simulation. However, the step size of 0.043 Ångströms was tuned such that the mean 

rejection rate was about 49%. 

-84.2 -84.15 -84.1 -84.05 -84

Binding Energy (eV)

Mean Value = -84.101 ± 0.015 eV
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3.7 CONCLUSIONS 

At present, there is some difficultly in achieving numerical agreement with prior 

results. The comparison is not valid because Dai and Blaisten’s results were derived 

from an aggregation of approximately 50 separate runs. The cutoff distance used in Dai 

and Blaisten’s study may have been slightly different. Moreover, the modification to the 

torsion term of the potential introduced here further constrains oligomer 

configurations. 

Given sufficient time, this study should be repeated with a system of at least N = 

6,144 molecules and a more appropriate step size. 

Hopefully in time, the novel implementation will prove to be successful and a 

popular means of accelerating MMC. 
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4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This chapter briefly summarizes the work and achievements of this dissertation. 

The author has developed a novel implementation for the acceleration of the 

Metropolis Monte Carlo method through parallelization with CUDA GPUs. This 

implementation allows studies of million-particle systems at reasonable computing 

times. In fact, a speed-up factor of 60 for 260,000 particles over regular CPU 

implementations was obtained. 

The systems studied in this dissertation were composed of oligomer chains of 

twelve pyrrole molecules. The interactions in this condensed phase system were taken 

from Ref. [21] to which was introduced a modification in the torsion angle intra-

oligomer potential. This system is complex because it contains three- and four-body 

interactions and involves rotational degrees of freedom. Despite its complexity, the 

novel code implementation allowed for rapid exploitation in both a personal computer 

and the workstation in the George Mason University main campus laboratory. Among 

the calculated properties of the oligopyrrole system, the Adaptive Tempering Monte 

Carlo runs allowed for the discovery of the most ordered states of the system. These 

states serve as initial conditions for further Metropolis Monte Carlo at room 

temperature conditions. The calculations on average potential energy, pair correlation 
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functions, radius of gyration, and order parameters have some agreement with previous 

studies in [21]. A publication with the implementation and the system results is in 

preparation [39]. 

Moreover, the source code (included in Appendix A) has already been shared for 

another project where it was applied to a different potential model. Results of that 

study were presented in a poster session on March 21, 2013 at the American Physical 

Society March Meeting, and the poster is included in Appendix B. A forthcoming paper 

will be published in the near future [42]. 
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APPENDICES 
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A. CUDA C CODE FOR THE PARALLEL MMC ALGORITHM 

The following file listings include all of the CUDA C source code necessary for 

running MMC on the bulk 12-Py system less any header (.h) files that only contain 

forward declarations for the functions defined in the respective implementation (.cpp or 

.cu) files. 

1. FILE MAIN.CPP 

#include "MMC.h" 
 
int main(int argc, char** argv)  
{ 
 runMMC(); 
 return 0; 
} 

2. FILE MMC.CPP 

#include "MMC.h" 
#include "MMC_cuda.h" 
#include "sysParams.h" 
#include "sysFuncs.h" 
#include "ppyParams.h" 
#include "ppyFuncs.h" 
#include "mtrand.h" 
#include <fstream> 
 
// Global Variables ------------------------------- -------------------- 
 
// Algorithm 
int nIterations = 0; 
 
// Config 
int chainLength = 0; 
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int nChains = 0; 
int nParticles = 0; 
int X3ArrayLength = 0; 
int E3ArrayLength = 0; 
int nCellsPerSide[3] = {0,0,0}; 
 
double cellLength[3] = {0,0,0}; 
double boxLength[3] = {0,0,0}; 
double cutoffDist = 0; 
double boxVolume = 0; 
double boxMass = 0; 
double density = 0; 
 
double* X3 = 0; 
double* E3 = 0; 
 
// Hardware 
int mcStepBlockSize = 0; 
int energyBlockSize = 0; 
int nEnergyBlocks = 0; 
 
// Energy 
double uInitTotal = 0; 
double uPrevTotal = 0; 
double uCurr = 0; 
double uCummMean = 0; 
double uCummVar = 0; 
int nSamples = 0; 
 
double T = 0; 
double rejRate = 0; 
int iIteration = 0; 
int randArrayLength = 0; 
 
double getTotalEnergy( 
 double* h_xyz,  // in 
 double* h_angle,  // in 
 double* h_blockEnergy, // work 
 double* d_boxLen,  // work 
 double* d_xyz,  // work 
 double* d_angle,  // work 
 double* d_blockEnergy) // work 
{ 
 // The configuration stored BOTH in h_xyz & h_angl e on  
 // the host, AND in d_xyz & d_angle on the device,  must  
 // be initialized BEFORE calling this function. 
 
 double result = 0; 
 
 for (int iParticle = 0; iParticle<nParticles; ++iP article) 
 { 
  // Compute non-local monomer energy with GPU 
  getPartEnergyWrapper( 
   nEnergyBlocks, // in 
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   iParticle,  // in 
   cutoffDist,  // in 
   h_blockEnergy, // OUT! 
   d_boxLen,  // work 
   d_xyz,  // work 
   d_angle,  // work 
   d_blockEnergy); // work 
 
  // Compute local monomer energy with CPU 
  // Divide by 1.5 for triple counting 
  result += 
   getPartBond(h_xyz,iParticle) 
   +getPartBending(h_xyz,iParticle)/1.5 
   +getPartTorsion(h_xyz,h_angle,iParticle); 
 
  // Wait for GPU to finish 
  syncGpu(); 
 
  // Include the GPU Monomer Energies 
  for (int iBlk = 0; iBlk < nEnergyBlocks; ++iBlk) 
  { 
   result += h_blockEnergy[iBlk]; 
  } 
 } 
 
 // Divide by 2 for double counting 
 result *= 0.5; 
 
 return result; 
} 
 
double getPartEnergy( 
 const int iParticle, // in 
 const double* h_x3, // in 
 const double* h_e3, // in 
 double* h_blockEnergy, // work 
 double* d_boxLen,  // work 
 double* d_x3,  // work 
 double* d_e3,  // work 
 double* d_blockEnergy) // work 
{ 
 // Compute non-local monomer energy of configurati on with GPU 
 getPartEnergyWrapper( 
  nEnergyBlocks, // in 
  iParticle,  // in 
  cutoffDist,  // in 
  h_blockEnergy, // OUT 
  d_boxLen,  // work 
  d_x3,   // work 
  d_e3,   // work 
  d_blockEnergy); // work 
 
 // Compute local monomer energy of configuration w ith CPU 
 double result = 
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  getPartBond(h_x3,iParticle) 
  +getPartBending(h_x3,iParticle) 
  +getPartTorsion(h_x3,h_e3,iParticle); 
 
 // Wait for GPU to finish 
 syncGpu(); 
 
 // Include the GPU Monomer Energies 
 // Divide by 2 because it double counts 
 for (int iBlk = 0; iBlk < nEnergyBlocks; ++iBlk) 
 { 
  result += h_blockEnergy[iBlk]; 
 } 
 
 return result; 
} 
 
void mcIteration( 
 MTRand& rng,  
 double* randArray, 
 double* h_rand, 
 double* h_x3Trials, 
 double* h_e3Trials, 
 double* h_x3, 
 double* h_e3, 
 double* h_blockEnergy, 
 double* d_rand, 
 double* d_x3Trials, 
 double* d_e3Trials, 
 double* d_boxLen, 
 double* d_x3, 
 double* d_e3, 
 double* d_blockEnergy) 
{ 
 //------------------------------------------------ --------------- 
 // GET TRIAL POSITIONS & ORIENTATIONS 
 //------------------------------------------------ --------------- 
 
 // Generate trial moves for all monomers 
 mcStepWrapper( 
  xyzStepSize,angleStepSize, 
  h_rand,h_x3Trials,h_e3Trials, 
  d_rand,d_x3Trials,d_e3Trials); 
 
 // Generate new random numbers for next call 
 for (int i=0; i<randArrayLength; ++i) 
 { 
  randArray[i] = rng(); 
 } 
 
 // Synchronize to wait until GPU results are compl ete 
 syncGpu(); 
 
 // Update the locked random # array ASAP 
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 memcpy(h_rand,randArray,randArrayLength*sizeof(dou ble)); 
 
 //------------------------------------------------ --------------- 
 // ITERATE OVER ALL MONOMERS 
 //------------------------------------------------ --------------- 
 int rejCount = 0; 
 for (int iParticle = 0; iParticle < nParticles; ++ iParticle) 
 { 
  // Get sum of original energy terms for the curre nt monomer 
  const double partEnergyPre = getPartEnergy( 
   iParticle, 
   h_x3, 
   h_e3, 
   h_blockEnergy, 
   d_boxLen, 
   d_x3, 
   d_e3, 
   d_blockEnergy); 
 
  // Construct trial configuration 
  // In this block, the CPU arrays are constructed 
  // We must similarly modify the GPU arrays... 
  { 
   int i = iParticle; 
   h_x3[i] = h_x3Trials[i]; 
   h_e3[i] = h_e3Trials[i]; 
 
   i += nParticles; 
   h_x3[i] = h_x3Trials[i]; 
   h_e3[i] = h_e3Trials[i]; 
 
   i += nParticles; 
   h_x3[i] = h_x3Trials[i]; 
   h_e3[i] = h_e3Trials[i]; 
 
   // Swap the particle on the GPU 
   swapPartWrapper( 
    iParticle, 
    d_x3Trials,d_e3Trials, 
    d_x3,d_e3); 
  } 
 
  // Get sum of trial energy terms for the current monomer 
  const double partEnergyPost = getPartEnergy( 
   iParticle, 
   h_x3, 
   h_e3, 
   h_blockEnergy, 
   d_boxLen, 
   d_x3, 
   d_e3, 
   d_blockEnergy); 
 
  //----------------------------------------------- ---------- 
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  // ACCEPT OR REJECT ? 
  //----------------------------------------------- ---------- 
  const double diffE = (partEnergyPost - partEnergy Pre); 
 
  bool accept = 
   (diffE <= 0) || 
   (log(rng()) < -diffE/T); 
  if (accept) 
  { 
   // Update the energy 
   uCurr += diffE; 
 
   // Update the configuration 
   int i = iParticle; 
   X3[i] = h_x3[i]; 
   E3[i] = h_e3[i]; 
 
   i += nParticles; 
   X3[i] = h_x3[i]; 
   E3[i] = h_e3[i]; 
 
   i += nParticles; 
   X3[i] = h_x3[i]; 
   E3[i] = h_e3[i]; 
 
   // Copy accepted config part to trials 
   copyPartWrapper( 
    iParticle, 
    d_x3Trials,d_e3Trials, 
    d_x3,d_e3); 
  } 
  else // Reject & Restore 
  { 
   ++rejCount; 
 
   // Restore the configuration 
   int i = iParticle; 
   h_x3[i] = X3[i]; 
   h_e3[i] = E3[i]; 
 
   i += nParticles; 
   h_x3[i] = X3[i]; 
   h_e3[i] = E3[i]; 
 
   i += nParticles; 
   h_x3[i] = X3[i]; 
   h_e3[i] = E3[i]; 
 
   // Copy original config part back to config 
   copyPartWrapper( 
    iParticle, 
    d_x3,d_e3, 
    d_x3Trials,d_e3Trials); 
  } 
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  // RUNNING ENERGY STATISTICS -------------------- ---------- 
  ++nSamples; 
  const double uCummDelta  = (uCurr - uCummMean); 
  uCummMean += uCummDelta/nSamples; 
  uCummVar += uCummDelta*(uCurr - uCummMean); 
  //----------------------------------------------- ---------- 
 } 
 
 // Rejection Statistics 
 rejRate += 
  (((double)rejCount)/nParticles - rejRate) 
  /(iIteration+1); 
} 
 
void runMMC() 
{ 
 loadSysParams(); 
 
 initGpu( 
  chainLength, 
  nParticles, 
  convFactor_eV*(mu_Debye*mu_Debye), 
  epsIntra_eV, 
  sigIntra_A, 
  epsInter_eV, 
  sigInter_A); 
 
 // Initiate & warm-up the random number generator 
 const unsigned long randNumSeed = 5489UL; 
 MTRand randNumGen(randNumSeed); 
 for (int i=0; i<1000; ++i) 
 { 
  randNumGen(); 
 } 
 
 // Get first batch of random numbers 
 randArrayLength = nParticles*5; 
 double* randArray = new double[randArrayLength]; 
 for (int i=0; i<randArrayLength; ++i) 
 { 
  randArray[i] = randNumGen(); 
 } 
 double* randArrayLocked = 0; 
 
 // Initialize the configs ------------------------ --------------- 
 X3 = new double[X3ArrayLength]; 
 E3 = new double[E3ArrayLength]; 
 
 // Start from scratch 
 initConfigs( 
  cellLength, 
  boxLength, 
  false, 
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  X3, 
  E3); 
 
 // Save initial config to file 
 const std::string initConfigFileName =  
  getConfigFileName(0); 
 saveConfig( 
  initConfigFileName.c_str(), 
  X3,E3); 
 
 // Array of trial positions and orientations (page  locked) ------ 
 double* trialX3 = 0; 
 double* trialE3 = 0; 
 
 // Page-locked memory configurations (page locked)  -------------- 
 double* boxLenLocked = 0; 
 double* X3Locked = 0; 
 double* E3Locked = 0; 
 
 // Array for the energies calculated by GPU (page locked) ------- 
 double* blockEnergy = 0; 
 
 // Temperatures ---------------------------------- --------------- 
 T = tempEV; 
 
 // Analogous Device Pointers --------------------- --------------- 
 double* d_randArray = 0; 
 double* d_xyzTrial = 0; 
 double* d_angleTrial = 0; 
 double* d_boxLength = 0; 
 double* d_xyz = 0; 
 double* d_angle = 0; 
 double* d_blockEnergy = 0; 
 
 // Allocate the locked host memory & device memory  -------------- 
 cudaAlloc( 
  nEnergyBlocks, 
 
  &randArrayLocked, 
  &trialX3, 
  &trialE3, 
  &boxLenLocked, 
  &X3Locked, 
  &E3Locked, 
  &blockEnergy, 
 
  &d_randArray, 
  &d_xyzTrial, 
  &d_angleTrial, 
  &d_boxLength, 
  &d_xyz, 
  &d_angle, 
  &d_blockEnergy); 
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 // Initialize locked host memory & device memory - --------------- 
 memcpy(randArrayLocked,randArray,randArrayLength*s izeof(double)); 
 
 memcpy(trialX3,X3,X3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 memcpy(trialE3,E3,E3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 copyConfig( 
  trialX3, 
  trialE3, 
  d_xyzTrial, 
  d_angleTrial); 
 
 memcpy(boxLenLocked,boxLength,3*sizeof(double)); 
 copyBoxLength( 
  boxLenLocked, 
  d_boxLength); 
 
 memcpy(X3Locked,X3,X3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 memcpy(E3Locked,E3,E3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 copyConfig( 
  X3Locked, 
  E3Locked, 
  d_xyz, 
  d_angle); 
 
 //------------------------------------------------ --------------- 
 // INITIALIZE ENERGY 
 //------------------------------------------------ --------------- 
 uInitTotal = getTotalEnergy( 
  X3Locked,  // CPU input 
  E3Locked,  // CPU input 
  blockEnergy, // CPU working space 
  d_boxLength, // GPU working space 
  d_xyz,   // GPU working space 
  d_angle,  // GPU working space 
  d_blockEnergy); // GPU working space 
 uCummMean = 0; 
 uCummVar = 0; 
 nSamples = 0; 
 
 //------------------------------------------------ --------------- 
 
 for (iIteration = 0; iIteration < nIterations; ++i Iteration) 
 { 
  mcIteration( 
   randNumGen,  
   randArray, 
   randArrayLocked, 
   trialX3,trialE3, 
   X3Locked,E3Locked, 
   blockEnergy, 
   d_randArray, 
   d_xyzTrial,d_angleTrial, 
   d_boxLength, 
   d_xyz,d_angle, 
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   d_blockEnergy); 
 } 
 
 cudaDealloc( 
  randArrayLocked, 
  trialX3, 
  trialE3, 
  boxLenLocked, 
  X3Locked, 
  E3Locked, 
  blockEnergy, 
  d_randArray, 
  d_xyzTrial, 
  d_angleTrial, 
  d_boxLength, 
  d_xyz, 
  d_angle, 
  d_blockEnergy); 
} 

3. FILE MMC_CUDA.CU 

#include "MMC_cuda.h" 
#include "sysParams.h" 
#include "MMC.h" 
 
extern int randArrayLength; 
 
// This must be a macro definition because  
// CUDA doesn't compile constant floats or doubles 
//#define PI  3.1415926535897932 
#define TWOPI 6.2831853071795865 
 
__constant__ int d_chainLength; 
__constant__ int d_nParticles; 
 
// Dipole-dipole 
__constant__ double d_dipole_eV_A3; 
 
// Anti-coiling Intra 
__constant__ double d_epsIntra_eV; 
__constant__ double d_sigIntra_A; 
 
// Anti-coiling Inter 
__constant__ double d_epsInter_eV; 
__constant__ double d_sigInter_A; 
 
#include <iostream> 
void fatal(const char* str)  
{ 
 std::cerr << "FATAL ERROR: " << str << ".\n"; 
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 char ch; 
 std::cin >> ch; 
 
 abort(); 
} 
 
__device__ void getMinImage( 
 const double* boxLen3, 
 double* r3) 
 
{ 
 // Moves vector to with +/- 1/2 boxLength about or igin 
 r3[0] -= boxLen3[0]*floor(r3[0]/boxLen3[0]+0.5); 
 r3[1] -= boxLen3[1]*floor(r3[1]/boxLen3[1]+0.5); 
 r3[2] -= boxLen3[2]*floor(r3[2]/boxLen3[2]+0.5); 
} 
 
__device__ void getDipole_gpu( 
 const double* eulerAngle,  
 double* XYZ) 
{ 
 const double s1 = sin(eulerAngle[0]); 
 const double c1 = cos(eulerAngle[0]); 
 const double s2 = sin(eulerAngle[d_nParticles]); 
 const double c2 = cos(eulerAngle[d_nParticles]); 
 const double s3 = sin(eulerAngle[d_nParticles*2]);  
 const double c3 = cos(eulerAngle[d_nParticles*2]);  
 
 //{-c2 c3 s1 - c1 s3, c1 c2 c3 - s1 s3, c3 s2} 
 
 XYZ[0] = -c1*s3 - s1*c2*c3; 
 XYZ[1] = c1*c2*c3 - s1*s3; 
 XYZ[2] = s2*c3; 
} 
 
__device__ double getDotProduct( 
 const double* XYZ0,  
 const double* XYZ1) 
{ 
 return XYZ0[0]*XYZ1[0]+XYZ0[1]*XYZ1[1]+XYZ0[2]*XYZ 1[2]; 
} 
 
__device__ void mcTranslation( 
 const double rand1, 
 const double rand2, 
 const double dr, 
 double* pX, 
 double* pY, 
 double* pZ) 
{ 
 const double z = 2.0*rand1 - 1.; 
 const double h = sqrt(fabs(1. - z*z)); 
 const double p = TWOPI*rand2; 
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 *pX += dr * h * cos(p); 
 *pY += dr * h * sin(p); 
 *pZ += dr * z; 
} 
 
__device__ void mcRotation( 
 const double rand0, 
 const double rand1, 
 const double rand2, 
 const double maxAngle, 
 double* pAngle0, 
 double* pAngle1, 
 double* pAngle2) 
{ 
 *pAngle0 += maxAngle*(2.*floor(2.*rand0) - 1); 
 *pAngle1 += maxAngle*(2.*floor(2.*rand1) - 1); 
 *pAngle2 += maxAngle*(2.*floor(2.*rand2) - 1); 
} 
 
//------------------------------------------------- -------------------- 
// KERNELS 
//------------------------------------------------- -------------------- 
 
__global__ void mcStep( 
 const double xyzStepSize, 
 const double angleStepSize, 
 const double* randNumArray,  // 5 doubles per mono mer 
 double* posArray,    // 3 doubles per monomer 
 double* angleArray)    // 3 doubles per 
monomer   
{ 
 // Identify this thread 
 const int i0 = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + threadIdx.x ; 
 if (d_nParticles <= i0) 
  return; 
 
 const int i1 = i0 + d_nParticles; 
 const int i2 = i1 + d_nParticles; 
 const int i3 = i2 + d_nParticles; 
 const int i4 = i3 + d_nParticles; 
 
 // Randomly displace the monomer 
 mcTranslation( 
  randNumArray[i0], 
  randNumArray[i1], 
  xyzStepSize, 
  posArray+i0, 
  posArray+i1, 
  posArray+i2); 
 
 // Randomly rotate the monomer 
 mcRotation( 
  randNumArray[i2], 
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  randNumArray[i3], 
  randNumArray[i4], 
  angleStepSize, 
  angleArray+i0, 
  angleArray+i1, 
  angleArray+i2); 
} 
 
__global__ void getPartEnergy( 
 const int iParticle, 
 const double cutoffDist, 
 const double* boxLen, 
 const double* posArray, 
 const double* angArray, 
 double* blockEnergy) 
{ 
 // Sum results at end to get block totals 
 extern __shared__ double termEnergy[]; 
 termEnergy[threadIdx.x] = 0; 
 
 const int jParticle = blockIdx.x*blockDim.x + thre adIdx.x; 
 
 // No self-interaction energy AND  
 // No energy for out of bound threads 
 // Return zero energy for these cases 
 if (jParticle < d_nParticles &&  
  jParticle != iParticle) 
 { 
  // Compute: 
  // (1) dipole-dipole term 
  // (2) Mie-Jones (or anti-coiling) term 
 
  const int iChain = iParticle/d_chainLength; 
  const int jChain = jParticle/d_chainLength; 
 
  // Compute radial vector from monomer i to monome r j 
  // Radial vector is needed for dipole-dipole & M- J terms 
  // We also need the vector to test the distance 
  double r[3]; 
  r[0] = posArray[jParticle               ] 
                  -posArray[iParticle               ]; 
  r[1] = posArray[jParticle+d_nParticles  ] 
                  -posArray[iParticle+d_nParticles  ]; 
  r[2] = posArray[jParticle+d_nParticles*2] 
                  -posArray[iParticle+d_nParticles* 2]; 
 
  // Interchain energy terms use minimum image 
  // Intrachain energy use the actual distance 
  // (assuming the chain is contiguous) 
  if (jChain != iChain)  
  { 
   getMinImage(boxLen,r); 
  } 
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  const double rNorm2 = r[0]*r[0]+r[1]*r[1]+r[2]*r[ 2]; 
  const double rNorm = sqrt(rNorm2); 
 
  if (jChain == iChain) // Same Chain 
  { 
   // MONOMER DIPOLE-DIPOLE ENERGY ---------------- ----- 
 
   double iDipole[3] = {0,1,0}; 
   getDipole_gpu(angArray+iParticle,iDipole); 
 
   double jDipole[3] = {0,1,0}; 
   getDipole_gpu(angArray+jParticle,jDipole); 
 
   double geometryTerm =  
    getDotProduct(iDipole,jDipole) 
     -3 
     *getDotProduct(r,iDipole) 
     *getDotProduct(r,jDipole) 
     /rNorm2; 
 
   termEnergy[threadIdx.x] +=  
    geometryTerm 
    *d_dipole_eV_A3 
    /(rNorm2*rNorm); 
 
   // MIE-JONES ANTI-COILING ENERGY --------------- ----- 
 
                  // No Mie-Jones term for bonded n eighbors 
   if (jParticle+1 < iParticle ||  
                      iParticle+1 < jParticle)  
   { 
    const double ratio  = d_sigIntra_A/rNorm; 
    const double ratio3 = ratio*ratio*ratio; 
    const double ratio6 = ratio3*ratio3; 
    const double ratio9 = ratio6*ratio3; 
 
    termEnergy[threadIdx.x] +=   
     2.*d_epsIntra_eV*(ratio9 - 1.5*ratio6); 
   } 
  } 
            // Different Chain & withing cutoff dis tance 
  else if (rNorm < cutoffDist)  
  { 
   // MONOMER DIPOLE-DIPOLE ENERGY ---------------- ----- 
 
   double iDipole[3] = {0,1,0}; 
   getDipole_gpu(angArray+iParticle,iDipole); 
 
   double jDipole[3] = {0,1,0}; 
   getDipole_gpu(angArray+jParticle,jDipole); 
 
   double geometryTerm =  
    getDotProduct(iDipole,jDipole) 
     -3 
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     *getDotProduct(r,iDipole) 
     *getDotProduct(r,jDipole) 
     /rNorm2; 
 
   termEnergy[threadIdx.x] +=  
    geometryTerm 
    *d_dipole_eV_A3 
    /(rNorm2*rNorm); 
 
   // MIE-JONES ANTI-COILING ENERGY --------------- ----- 
 
   const double ratio  = d_sigInter_A/rNorm; 
   const double ratio3  = ratio*ratio*ratio; 
   const double ratio6  = ratio3*ratio3; 
   const double ratio9  = ratio6*ratio3; 
 
   termEnergy[threadIdx.x] +=   
    2.*d_epsInter_eV*(ratio9 - 1.5*ratio6); 
  } 
 } 
 
 // Wait for all threads in block to finish computa tions 
 __syncthreads(); 
 
 // Sum the terms in the block 
 int i = blockDim.x/2; 
 while (0 < i) 
 { 
  if (threadIdx.x < i) 
  { 
   termEnergy[threadIdx.x] += termEnergy[threadIdx. x+i]; 
  } 
  __syncthreads(); 
  i /= 2; 
 } 
 
 // If this is the first thread in the block, 
 // then write the block total to the array 
 if (threadIdx.x == 0) 
 { 
  blockEnergy[blockIdx.x] = termEnergy[0]; 
 } 
} 
 
__global__ void swapPart( 
 const int iParticle, 
 double* posArray0, 
 double* angArray0, 
 double* posArray1, 
 double* angArray1) 
{ 
 // Swap the position & angles of 1 particle 
 // Any thread could do this, we arbitrarily choose  thread 0 
 // ONLY NEED 1 THREAD, 1 BLOCK LAUNCHED 
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 if (blockIdx.x == 0 && threadIdx.x == 0) 
 { 
  int i = iParticle; 
  double posSwap = posArray0[i]; 
  double angSwap = angArray0[i]; 
  posArray0[i] = posArray1[i]; 
  angArray0[i] = angArray1[i]; 
  posArray1[i] = posSwap; 
  angArray1[i] = angSwap; 
 
  i += d_nParticles; 
  posSwap = posArray0[i]; 
  angSwap = angArray0[i]; 
  posArray0[i] = posArray1[i]; 
  angArray0[i] = angArray1[i]; 
  posArray1[i] = posSwap; 
  angArray1[i] = angSwap; 
 
  i += d_nParticles; 
  posSwap = posArray0[i]; 
  angSwap = angArray0[i]; 
  posArray0[i] = posArray1[i]; 
  angArray0[i] = angArray1[i]; 
  posArray1[i] = posSwap; 
  angArray1[i] = angSwap; 
 } 
} 
 
__global__ void copyPart( 
 const int iParticle, 
 double* posArray0, 
 double* angArray0, 
 double* posArray1, 
 double* angArray1) 
{ 
 // Copy the position & angles of 1 particle 
 // Any thread could do this, we arbitrarily choose  thread 0 
 // ONLY NEED 1 THREAD, 1 BLOCK LAUNCHED 
 
 if (blockIdx.x == 0 && threadIdx.x == 0) 
 { 
  int i = iParticle; 
  posArray0[i] = posArray1[i]; 
  angArray0[i] = angArray1[i]; 
 
  i += d_nParticles; 
  posArray0[i] = posArray1[i]; 
  angArray0[i] = angArray1[i]; 
 
  i += d_nParticles; 
  posArray0[i] = posArray1[i]; 
  angArray0[i] = angArray1[i]; 
 } 
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} 
 
//------------------------------------------------- -------------------- 
// WRAPPERS 
//------------------------------------------------- -------------------- 
 
void initGpu( 
 int chainLength, 
 int nParticles, 
 double dipole_eV_A3, 
 double epsIntra_eV, 
 double sigIntra_A, 
 double epsInter_eV, 
 double sigInter_A) 
{ 
 cudaError_t retVal = cudaSuccess; 
 
 // copy chain length to constant memory 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyToSymbol( 
  d_chainLength, 
  &chainLength, 
  sizeof(int)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy chain length to GPU"); 
 
 // copy # of particles to constant memory 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyToSymbol( 
  d_nParticles, 
  &nParticles, 
  sizeof(int)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy # of particles to GPU"); 
 
 // Dipole-dipole 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyToSymbol( 
  d_dipole_eV_A3, 
  &dipole_eV_A3, 
  sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy constant dipole_eV_A3 to GP U"); 
 
 // Anti-coiling Intra 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyToSymbol( 
  d_epsIntra_eV, 
  &epsIntra_eV, 
  sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy constant epsIntra_eV to GPU "); 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyToSymbol( 
  d_sigIntra_A, 
  &sigIntra_A, 
  sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy constant sigIntra_A to GPU" ); 
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 // Anti-coiling Inter 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyToSymbol( 
  d_epsInter_eV, 
  &epsInter_eV, 
  sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy constant epsInter_eV to GPU "); 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyToSymbol( 
  d_sigInter_A, 
  &sigInter_A, 
  sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy constant sigInter_A to GPU" ); 
} 
 
void syncGpu() 
{ 
 cudaError_t retVal = cudaSuccess; 
 retVal = cudaThreadSynchronize(); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to synchronize (likely due to a pri or 
error)"); 
} 
 
void cudaAlloc( 
 const int nEnergyBlocks, // # of blocks per system  
 
 double** h_randNum,  // HOST POINTERS 
 double** h_xyzTrial,   
 double** h_angleTrial, 
 double** h_boxLength, 
 double** h_xyz,   
 double** h_angle, 
 double** h_blockEnergy, 
  
 double** d_randNum,  // DEVICE POINTERS 
 double** d_xyzTrial,   
 double** d_angleTrial, 
 double** d_boxLength, 
 double** d_xyz, 
 double** d_angle, 
 double** d_blockEnergy) 
{ 
 cudaError_t retVal = cudaSuccess; 
 
 // allocate random values  
 retVal = cudaMallocHost( 
  (void**)h_randNum, 
  randArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate random numbers on host" ); 
 
 // allocate positions on host 
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 retVal = cudaMallocHost( 
  (void**)h_xyzTrial, 
  X3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate XYZ trials on host"); 
 
 // allocate orientations  
 retVal = cudaMallocHost( 
  (void**)h_angleTrial, 
  E3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate angle trials on host");  
 
 // allocate box lengths on host 
 retVal = cudaMallocHost( 
  (void**)h_boxLength, 
  3*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate locked box lengths on h ost"); 
 
 // allocate positions on host 
 retVal = cudaMallocHost( 
  (void**)h_xyz, 
  X3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate locked XYZ on host"); 
 
 // allocate orientations  
 retVal = cudaMallocHost( 
  (void**)h_angle, 
  E3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate locked angle on host");  
 
 // allocate energies in shared memory 
 retVal = cudaMallocHost( 
  (void**)h_blockEnergy, 
  nEnergyBlocks*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate block energy on host");  
 
 //------------------------------------------------ --------------- 
 
 // allocate random values  
 retVal = cudaMalloc( 
  (void**)d_randNum, 
  randArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate random numbers on GPU") ; 
 
 // allocate trial positions  
 retVal = cudaMalloc( 
  (void**)d_xyzTrial, 
  X3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
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 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate XYZ trials on GPU"); 
 
 // allocate trial orientations  
 retVal = cudaMalloc( 
  (void**)d_angleTrial, 
  E3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate angle trials on GPU"); 
 
 // allocate positions  
 retVal = cudaMalloc( 
  (void**)d_boxLength, 
  3*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate box lengths on GPU"); 
 
 // allocate positions  
 retVal = cudaMalloc( 
  (void**)d_xyz, 
  X3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate XYZ on GPU"); 
 
 // allocate orientations  
 retVal = cudaMalloc( 
  (void**)d_angle, 
  E3ArrayLength*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate angle on GPU"); 
 
 // allocate energies in shared memory 
 retVal = cudaMalloc( 
  (void**)d_blockEnergy, 
  nEnergyBlocks*sizeof(double)); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to allocate monomer energies on GPU "); 
} 
 
void cudaDealloc( 
 double* h_randNum, // HOST POINTERS 
 double* h_xyzTrial, 
 double* h_angleTrial, 
 double* h_boxLength, 
 double* h_xyzLocked, 
 double* h_angleLocked, 
 double* h_blockEnergy, 
 double* d_randNum, // DEVICE POINTERS 
 double* d_xyzTrial, 
 double* d_angleTrial, 
 double* d_boxLength, 
 double* d_xyz, 
 double* d_angle, 
 double* d_blockEnergy) 
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{ 
 cudaError_t retVal = cudaSuccess; 
 
 retVal = cudaFreeHost(h_randNum); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free random numbers on host"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFreeHost(h_xyzTrial); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free XYZ on host"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFreeHost(h_angleTrial); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free angle on host"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFreeHost(h_boxLength); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free box lengths on host"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFreeHost(h_xyzLocked); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free XYZ on host"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFreeHost(h_angleLocked); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free angle on host"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFreeHost(h_blockEnergy); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free block energies on host"); 
 
 //------------------------------------------------ --------------- 
 
 retVal = cudaFree(d_randNum); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free random numbers on GPU"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFree(d_xyzTrial); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free XYZ trials on GPU"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFree(d_angleTrial); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free angle trials on GPU"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFree(d_boxLength); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free box lengths on GPU"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFree(d_xyz); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free XYZ on GPU"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFree(d_angle); 
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 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free angle on GPU"); 
 
 retVal = cudaFree(d_blockEnergy); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to free monomer energies on GPU"); 
} 
 
void mcStepWrapper( 
 const double xyzStepSize, // CPU in 
 const double angleStepSize, // CPU in 
 const double* h_randNum, // CPU in 
 double* h_xyz,   // CPU out 
 double* h_angle,   // CPU out 
 double* d_randNum,  // GPU work 
 double* d_xyz,   // GPU work 
 double* d_angle)   // GPU work 
{ 
 // Generate a "configuration of trials". 
 
 cudaError_t retVal = cudaSuccess; 
 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyAsync( 
  d_randNum,  
  h_randNum,  
  randArrayLength*sizeof(double),  
  cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy random numbers to GPU"); 
 
 mcStep<<< 
         (nParticles+mcStepBlockSize-1)/mcStepBlock Size, 
         mcStepBlockSize>>>( 
  xyzStepSize,angleStepSize, 
  d_randNum, 
  d_xyz,d_angle); 
 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyAsync( 
  h_xyz,  
  d_xyz,  
  X3ArrayLength*sizeof(double),  
  cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy positions to CPU"); 
 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyAsync( 
  h_angle,  
  d_angle,  
  E3ArrayLength*sizeof(double),  
  cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy orientations to CPU"); 
} 
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void copyBoxLength( 
 const double* h_boxLen,  
 double* d_boxLen) 
{ 
 cudaError_t retVal = cudaSuccess; 
 
 // copy box dimensions 
 retVal = cudaMemcpyAsync( 
  d_boxLen,  
  h_boxLen,  
  3*sizeof(double),  
  cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy box dimensions to GPU"); 
} 
 
void copyConfig( 
 const double* h_xyz, 
 const double* h_angle,  
 double* d_xyz, 
 double* d_angle) 
{ 
 cudaError_t retVal = cudaSuccess; 
 
 // copy positions  
 retVal = cudaMemcpyAsync( 
  d_xyz,  
  h_xyz,  
  X3ArrayLength*sizeof(double),  
  cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy XYZ to GPU"); 
 
 // copy orientations  
 retVal = cudaMemcpyAsync( 
  d_angle,  
  h_angle,  
  E3ArrayLength*sizeof(double),  
  cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy angle to GPU"); 
} 
 
void swapPartWrapper( 
 const int iParticle, 
 double* d_posArray0, 
 double* d_angArray0, 
 double* d_posArray1, 
 double* d_angArray1) 
{ 
 // swap 1 <--with--> 0 
 swapPart<<<1,1>>>( 
  iParticle, 
  d_posArray0,d_angArray0, 
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  d_posArray1,d_angArray1); 
 
 // Wait for GPU to finish 
 syncGpu(); 
} 
 
void copyPartWrapper( 
 const int iParticle, 
 double* d_posArray0, 
 double* d_angArray0, 
 double* d_posArray1, 
 double* d_angArray1) 
{ 
 // copy 1 --to--> 0 
 copyPart<<<1,1>>>( 
  iParticle, 
  d_posArray0,d_angArray0, 
  d_posArray1,d_angArray1); 
 
 // Wait for GPU to finish 
 syncGpu(); 
} 
 
void getPartEnergyWrapper( 
 const int nEnergyBlocks, // # of thread blocks 
 const int iParticle,  // index of particle in syst em 
 const double cutoffDist, // cutoff distance 
 double* h_blockEnergy,  // OUTPUT: 1 double per bl ock 
 double* d_boxLen,   // GPU workspace 
 double* d_xyz,   // GPU workspace 
 double* d_angle,   // GPU workspace 
 double* d_blockEnergy)  // GPU workspace 
{ 
 // Launch kernel 
 getPartEnergy<<<nEnergyBlocks,energyBlockSize,ener gyBlockSize*siz
eof(double)>>>( 
  iParticle, 
  cutoffDist, 
  d_boxLen, 
  d_xyz, 
  d_angle, 
  d_blockEnergy); 
 
 // Copy output to CPU output array 
 cudaError_t retVal = cudaMemcpyAsync( 
  h_blockEnergy,  
  d_blockEnergy,  
  nEnergyBlocks*sizeof(double),  
  cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost); 
 if (retVal != cudaSuccess) 
  fatal("Unable to copy energies to CPU"); 
} 
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4. FILE PPYFUNCS.CPP 

#include "ppyFuncs.h" 
#include "ppyParams.h" 
#include "sysFuncs.h" 
#include "sysParams.h" 
#include <iostream> 
#include <fstream> 
 
void initConfigs( 
 const double* pCellLength, 
 const double* pBoxLength, 
 const bool centeredInBox, 
 double* XYZ, 
 double* eulerAngle) 
{ 
 const double deltaX = (double)(r0_ang*sin(theta0/2 )); 
 const double deltaY = (double)(r0_ang*cos(theta0/2 )); 
 
 // Loop over each unit cell in the computational b ox 
 for (int i=0, iChain = 0; i<nCellsPerSide[0] ; ++i ) 
 { 
  for (int j=0; j<nCellsPerSide[1]; ++j) 
  { 
   for (int k=0; k<nCellsPerSide[2]; ++k) 
   { 
    // Loop over basis positions in FCC unit cell 
    for(int iBasisPos = 0; 
     iBasisPos<nBasisPositions && 

iChain<nChains; 
     ++iBasisPos, ++iChain) 
    { 
     // Compute the "center of mass" of chain 
     double chainCenter[3]; 
     chainCenter[0] = i*pCellLength[0]; 
     chainCenter[1] = j*pCellLength[1]; 
     chainCenter[2] = k*pCellLength[2]; 
 
     chainCenter[0] += 
(iBasisPos==1||iBasisPos==2?1:0)*pCellLength[0]/2; 
     chainCenter[1] += 
(iBasisPos==1||iBasisPos==3?1:0)*pCellLength[1]/2; 
     chainCenter[2] += 
(iBasisPos==2||iBasisPos==3?1:0)*pCellLength[2]/2; 
 
     // Loop over each monomer in this chain 
     for(int iMono = 0; 

iMono<chainLength; 
++iMono) 

     { 
      // Compute the indices of X,Y,Z  
      const int i0 = iChain*chainLength 

+iMono; 
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      const int i1 = i0 + nParticles; 
      const int i2 = i1 + nParticles; 
 
      // Position the monomer ----------- 
      XYZ[i0] = 
       chainCenter[0] 
       -(chainLength-1)*deltaX/2 
       +iMono*deltaX; 
      XYZ[i1] = 
       chainCenter[1] 
       +(iMono%2==0?+1:-1)*deltaY/2; 
      XYZ[i2] = 
       chainCenter[2]; 
 
      if (centeredInBox) 
      { 
       XYZ[i0] += pBoxLength[0]/2; 
       XYZ[i1] += pBoxLength[1]/2; 
       XYZ[i2] += pBoxLength[2]/2; 
      } 
 
      // Orient the monomer 
      eulerAngle[i0]   = 0; 
      eulerAngle[i0+nParticles] =  

    
((iMono%2==0)?167.:13.)*radsPerDeg; 

      eulerAngle[i0+nParticles*2] = 0; 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
void saveConfig( 
 const char* filename, 
 const double* XYZ, 
 const double* phiThetaPsi) 
{ 
 std::cout << "Saving: " << filename << "\n"; 
 
 // Assume XYZ & phiThetaPsi points to the 
 // first parameters of the first monomer 
 
 // Open the CSV file to write to 
 std::ofstream csvFile; 
 csvFile.open(filename); 
 
 // Write out a header record 
 csvFile << "#species,x(A),y(A),z(A),phi(°),theta(° ),psi(°)\n"; 
 
 // Loop over the monomers 
 for (int iPart = 0; iPart<nParticles; ++iPart) 
 { 
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  csvFile  
   << "pyrrole, " 
 
   // Write out positions in Ångströms 
   << XYZ[iPart] << ", " 
   << XYZ[iPart+nParticles] << ", " 
   << XYZ[iPart+nParticles*2] << ", " 
 
   // Write out Euler angles in degrees 
   << phiThetaPsi[iPart]/radsPerDeg << ", " 
   << phiThetaPsi[iPart+nParticles]/radsPerDeg <<",  " 
   << phiThetaPsi[iPart+nParticles*2]/radsPerDeg << "\n"; 
 } 
 
 csvFile.close(); 
} 
 
void getDipole_cpu( 
 const double* eulerAngle, 
 double* XYZ) 
{ 
 const double s1 = sin(eulerAngle[0]); 
 const double c1 = cos(eulerAngle[0]); 
 const double s2 = sin(eulerAngle[nParticles]); 
 const double c2 = cos(eulerAngle[nParticles]); 
 const double s3 = sin(eulerAngle[nParticles*2]); 
 const double c3 = cos(eulerAngle[nParticles*2]); 
 
 //{-c2 c3 s1 - c1 s3, c1 c2 c3 - s1 s3, c3 s2} 
 
 XYZ[0] = -c1*s3 - s1*c2*c3; 
 XYZ[1] = c1*c2*c3 - s1*s3; 
 XYZ[2] = s2*c3; 
} 
 
void getNormal_cpu( 
 const double* eulerAngle, 
 double* XYZ) 
{ 
 const double s1 = sin(eulerAngle[0]); 
 const double c1 = cos(eulerAngle[0]); 
 const double s2 = sin(eulerAngle[nParticles]); 
 const double c2 = cos(eulerAngle[nParticles]); 
 
 //{s1 s2, -c1 s2, c2} 
 // The last angle, psi, is about the normal; 
 // Clearly, the direction is independent of psi. 
 
 XYZ[0] = s1*s2; 
 XYZ[1] = -c1*s2; 
 XYZ[2] = c2; 
} 
 
void getRotated_cpu( 
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 const double* eulerAngle, 
 const double* XY, 
 const int nPoints, 
 double* XYZ) 
{ 
 const double s1 = sin(eulerAngle[0]); 
 const double c1 = cos(eulerAngle[0]); 
 const double s2 = sin(eulerAngle[nParticles]); 
 const double c2 = cos(eulerAngle[nParticles]); 
 const double s3 = sin(eulerAngle[nParticles*2]); 
 const double c3 = cos(eulerAngle[nParticles*2]); 
 
 const double R11 = c1*c3 - s1*c2*s3; 
 const double R12 = s1*c3 + c1*c2*s3; 
 const double R13 = s2*s3; 
 
 const double R21 = -c1*s3 - s1*c2*c3; 
 const double R22 = c1*c2*c3 - s1*s3; 
 const double R23 = s2*c3; 
 
 for (int i=0; i<nPoints; ++i) 
 { 
  const int iX = i*2; 
  const int iY = iX+1; 
  const int iXYZ = i*3; 
 
  XYZ[iXYZ  ] = XY[iX]*R11 + XY[iY]*R21; 
  XYZ[iXYZ+1] = XY[iX]*R12 + XY[iY]*R22; 
  XYZ[iXYZ+2] = XY[iX]*R13 + XY[iY]*R23; 
 } 
} 
 
// Core Energy Functions -------------------------- -------------------- 
 
double getCoreBond( 
 const double* xyzArray) 
{ 
 // Get the position indices of the first monomer 
 const int i0 = 0; 
 const int i1 = i0+nParticles; 
 const int i2 = i1+nParticles; 
 
 // Construct vector from position 0 to position 1 
 double r[3]; 
 r[0] = xyzArray[i0+1] - xyzArray[i0]; 
 r[1] = xyzArray[i1+1] - xyzArray[i1]; 
 r[2] = xyzArray[i2+1] - xyzArray[i2]; 
 
 const double rNorm = sqrt(r[0]*r[0]+r[1]*r[1]+r[2] *r[2]); 
 
 const double val = 1. - exp(alpha_angInv*(r0_ang -  rNorm)); 
 
 return de_eV*(val*val - 1.); 
} 
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double getCoreBending( 
 const double* xyzArray) 
{ 
 // Get the position indices of the central monomer  
 const int i0 = 1; 
 const int i1 = i0+nParticles; 
 const int i2 = i1+nParticles; 
 
 // Get the angle side vectors 
 double r1[3]; 
 r1[0] = xyzArray[i0-1] - xyzArray[i0]; 
 r1[1] = xyzArray[i1-1] - xyzArray[i1]; 
 r1[2] = xyzArray[i2-1] - xyzArray[i2]; 
 
 double r2[3]; 
 r2[0] = xyzArray[i0+1] - xyzArray[i0]; 
 r2[1] = xyzArray[i1+1] - xyzArray[i1]; 
 r2[2] = xyzArray[i2+1] - xyzArray[i2]; 
 
 const double cosTheta = 
  getDotProd_cpu(r1,r2) 
  /sqrt(getDotProd_cpu(r1,r1)*getDotProd_cpu(r2,r2) ); 
 
 const double deltaCos 
  = (cosTheta - cosTheta0); 
 
 return 
  kTheta_eV 
  *deltaCos 
  *deltaCos; 
} 
 
double getCoreTorsion( 
 const double* xyzArray, 
 const double* angleArray) 
{ 
 // Compute dihdedral angle based on the unit norma l vectors 
 double n1[3]; 
 getNormal_cpu(angleArray,n1); 
 
 double n2[3]; 
 getNormal_cpu(angleArray+1,n2); 
 
 double cosGamma = 
  getDotProd_cpu(n1,n2); 
 if (cosGamma < -1) 
 { 
  cosGamma = -1; 
 } 
 else if (1 < cosGamma) 
 { 
  cosGamma = +1; 
 } 
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 const double sinGamma = 
  sqrt(1. - cosGamma*cosGamma); 
 
 const double cosDeltaGamma = 
  cosGamma*cosGamma0 + sinGamma*sinGamma0; 
 
 const double cos3DeltaGamma = 
  (4*cosDeltaGamma*cosDeltaGamma-3) 
  *cosDeltaGamma; 
 
 // Original k3 term (with symmetric term) -------- --------------- 
 
 // Get the position indices of the first monomer 
 const int i0 = 0; 
 const int i1 = i0+nParticles; 
 const int i2 = i1+nParticles; 
 
 // Construct vector from position 0 to position 1 (Ångströms) 
 double r[3]; 
 r[0] = xyzArray[i0+1] - xyzArray[i0]; 
 r[1] = xyzArray[i1+1] - xyzArray[i1]; 
 r[2] = xyzArray[i2+1] - xyzArray[i2]; 
 
 // atomic positions of this molecule 
 double left[15]; 
 getRotated_cpu(angleArray,atomXY_ang,5,left); 
 
 // atomic positions of next molecule 
 double right[15]; 
 getRotated_cpu(angleArray+1,atomXY_ang,5,right); 
 
 // compute the vectors of interest 
 const double uLeft[3] = 
 { 
  left[0] - left[3], 
  left[1] - left[4], 
  left[2] - left[5] 
 }; 
 const double vLeft[3] = 
 { 
  left[6] - left[3], 
  left[7] - left[4], 
  left[8] - left[5] 
 }; 
 const double uRight[3] = 
 { 
  right[0] - right[12], 
  right[1] - right[13], 
  right[2] - right[14] 
 }; 
 const double vRight[3] = 
 { 
  right[ 9] - right[12], 
  right[10] - right[13], 
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  right[11] - right[14] 
 }; 
 const double s[3] = 
 { 
  r[0] + right[12] - left[3], 
  r[1] + right[13] - left[4], 
  r[2] + right[14] - left[5] 
 }; 
 
 // compute the angles of interest 
 /*const*/ double sNorm = sqrt(s[0]*s[0]+s[1]*s[1]+ s[2]*s[2]); 
 /*const*/ double angleSumLeft = 
  angleNCC 
  +acos(getDotProd_cpu(uLeft,s) 
   /(bondLengthNC*sNorm)) 
  +acos(getDotProd_cpu(vLeft,s) 
   /(bondLengthCC*sNorm)); 
 /*const*/ double angleSumRight = 
  angleNCC 
  +acos(-getDotProd_cpu(uRight,s) 
   /(bondLengthNC*sNorm)) 
  +acos(-getDotProd_cpu(vRight,s) 
   /(bondLengthCC*sNorm)); 
 
 return 
  k1_eV*(1 - cosDeltaGamma) 
  +k2_eV*(1 - cos3DeltaGamma) 
  +k3_eV*(twoPi - angleSumLeft)*(twoPi - angleSumLe ft) 
  +k3_eV*(twoPi - angleSumRight)*(twoPi - angleSumR ight); 
} 
 
double getPartBond( 
 const double* xyzArray,  
 const int iMonomer)    
{ 
 double energy = 0; 
 
 const int iMonoInChain = iMonomer%chainLength; 
 
 // If not the first monomer in the chain 
 if (iMonoInChain > 0) 
 { 
  energy += getCoreBond(xyzArray+iMonomer-1);  
 } 
 
 // If not the last monomer in the chain 
 if (iMonoInChain < chainLength-1) 
 { 
  energy += getCoreBond(xyzArray+iMonomer);  
 } 
 
 return energy; 
} 
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double getPartBending( 
 const double* xyzArray, 
 const int iMonomer) 
{ 
 double energy = 0; 
 
 const int iMonoInChain = iMonomer%chainLength; 
 
 // If not the first or second monomer in the chain  
 if (1 < iMonoInChain) 
 { 
  energy += getCoreBending(xyzArray+iMonomer-2); 
 } 
 
 // If not the first and not the last 
 if (0 < iMonoInChain && iMonoInChain+1 < chainLeng th) 
 { 
  energy += getCoreBending(xyzArray+iMonomer-1); 
 } 
 
 // If not the last and not the second to last 
 if (iMonoInChain+2 < chainLength) 
 { 
  energy += getCoreBending(xyzArray+iMonomer); 
 } 
 
 return energy; 
} 
 
double getPartTorsion( 
 const double* xyzArray, 
 const double* angleArray, 
 const int iMonomer)    
{ 
 double energy = 0; 
 
 const int iMonoInChain = iMonomer%chainLength; 
 
 // If not the first monomer in the chain 
 if (0 < iMonoInChain) 
 { 
  energy += getCoreTorsion(xyzArray+iMonomer-
1,angleArray+iMonomer-1);  
 } 
 
 // If not the last monomer in the chain 
 if (iMonoInChain < chainLength-1) 
 { 
  energy += 
getCoreTorsion(xyzArray+iMonomer,angleArray+iMonome r);  
 } 
 
 return energy; 
} 
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5. FILE PPYPARAMS.H 

#ifndef PPY_PARAMETERS 
#define PPY_PARAMETERS 
 
#include <math.h> 
 
// Math & Physical Constants 
const double pi   = 4*atan(1.); 
const double twoPi  = 2*pi; 
const double radsPerDeg  = pi/180.; 
const double ÅngströmsPerBohr = 0.52917721092; //(C ODATA 2010) 
const double eVoltsPerHartree = 27.21138505; //(COD ATA 2010) 
 
// Masses in grams/mole 
const double massH  = 1.00782503207; 
const double massC  = 12; 
const double massN  = 14.0030740048; 
const double massMonomer =  
 massC*4 
 +massH*3 
 +massN; 
 
// INTRACHAIN ENERGERIES -------------------------- -------------------- 
 
// Bond 
const double r0_ang  = 3.8579; 
const double alpha_angInv = 1.9197; 
const double de_eV  = 7.0196; 
 
// Bending 
const double theta0  = 139.5*radsPerDeg; 
const double cosTheta0  = cos(theta0); 
const double kTheta_eV  = 1.2517; 
 
// Torsion 
const double gamma0  = 154.0*radsPerDeg; 
const double cosGamma0  = cos(gamma0); 
const double sinGamma0  = sin(gamma0); 
const double k1_eV  = 0.081; 
const double k2_eV  = 0.0322; 
const double k3_eV  = 5.1808; 
 
// Dipole-Dipole 
const double mu_Debye  = 1.0121; 
const double convFactor_eV = 0.6241509343; 
 
// Anti-coiling Intra 
const double epsIntra_eV = 0.0069; 
const double sigIntra_A  = 9.6801; 
 
// Anti-coiling Inter 
const double epsInter_eV = 0.066; 
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const double sigInter_A  = 5.8686; 
 
// Atomic Positions 
const int nAtoms = 10; 
const double atomXY_ang[nAtoms*2] = 
{ 
  0.000000,  1.125607, 
  1.129802,  0.331226, 
  0.713381, -0.983447, 
 -0.713381, -0.983447, 
 -1.129802,  0.331226, 
 
  0.000000,  2.127809, 
  2.117005,  0.758412, 
  1.354615, -1.848615, 
 -1.354615, -1.848615, 
 -2.117005,  0.758412 
}; 
 
const int nBonds = 10; 
const int bonds[nBonds*2] = 
{ 
 0,1, 
 1,2, 
 2,3, 
 3,4, 
 4,0, 
 
 0,5, 
 1,6, 
 2,7, 
 3,8, 
 4,9 
}; 
 
const char* const atomLabel[nAtoms] = 
{ 
 "N", 
 "C", 
 "C", 
 "C", 
 "C", 
 
 "H", 
 "H", 
 "H", 
 "H", 
 "H" 
}; 
 
const double bondNC[2] = 
{ 
 atomXY_ang[0] - atomXY_ang[2], 
 atomXY_ang[1] - atomXY_ang[3] 
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}; 
const double bondLengthNC =  
 sqrt(bondNC[0]*bondNC[0]+bondNC[1]*bondNC[1]); 
 
const double bondCC[2] = 
{ 
 atomXY_ang[4] - atomXY_ang[2], 
 atomXY_ang[5] - atomXY_ang[3] 
}; 
const double bondLengthCC =  
 sqrt(bondCC[0]*bondCC[0]+bondCC[1]*bondCC[1]); 
 
const double angleNCC = 
 acos((bondNC[0]*bondCC[0]+bondNC[1]*bondCC[1]) 
  /(bondLengthNC*bondLengthCC)); 
 
#endif 

6. FILE SYSFUNCS.CPP 

#include "sysFuncs.h" 
 
double getDotProd_cpu( 
 const double* XYZ0,  
 const double* XYZ1) 
{ 
 return XYZ0[0]*XYZ1[0]+XYZ0[1]*XYZ1[1]+XYZ0[2]*XYZ 1[2]; 
} 

7. FILE SYSPARAMS.H 

#ifndef SYSPARAMS 
#define SYSPARAMS 
#include "ppyParams.h" 
#include <string> 
 
// System Constants ------------------------------- -------------------- 
const double degsPerEV  = 11604.519;  
const double tempEV  = 1000/degsPerEV; 
 
const double xyzStepSize = 0.1; 
const double angleStepSize = 1.*radsPerDeg; //radia ns 
 
const double cellLengthDef[3] = {44,11,11}; // Defa ult lattice 
(Ångströms) 
const int chainLengthDef = 12; 
const int nBasisPositions = 4; 
 
const double nAvogadro  = 6.02214129e23; //units pe r mole 
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const double chainMassDef = chainLengthDef*massMono mer+2*massH; 
 
// System Variables ------------------------------- -------------------- 
 
// Algorithm 
extern int nIterations; 
 
// Config 
extern int chainLength; 
extern int nChains; 
extern int nParticles; 
extern int X3ArrayLength; 
extern int E3ArrayLength; 
extern int nCellsPerSide[3]; 
extern double cellLength[3]; 
extern double boxLength[3]; 
extern double boxVolume; 
extern double boxMass; 
extern double density; 
extern double pressure; 
 
// Energy 
extern double cutoffDist; 
extern int nEnergyBlocks; 
 
// Hardware 
extern int mcStepBlockSize; 
extern int energyBlockSize; 
 
// Functions -------------------------------------- -------------------- 
void loadSysParams(); 
std::string getConfigFileName(int nIterations); 
 
#endif 

8. FILE SYSPARAMS.CPP 

#include "sysParams.h" 
#include "MMC_cuda.h" 
#include <iostream> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <sstream> 
#include <stdlib.h> //for g++ atoi & atof 
 
std::string getSysParamsFileName() 
{ 
 std::stringstream fileNameStream; 
 fileNameStream << "sysParams.csv"; 
 
 return fileNameStream.str(); 
} 
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std::string getConfigFileName(int nIterations) 
{ 
 std::stringstream fileNameStream; 
 
 fileNameStream  
  << "PPy" << nParticles  
  << "_eq" << nIterations   
  << ".csv"; 
 
 return fileNameStream.str(); 
} 
 
std::string getNextParam(std::ifstream& file) 
{ 
 std::string line; 
 std::getline(file,line); 
 std::stringstream lineStream(line); 
 
 std::string field0; 
 std::getline(lineStream,field0,','); 
 
 std::string field1; 
 std::getline(lineStream,field1,','); 
 
 return field1; 
} 
 
int getNextInt(std::ifstream& file) 
{ 
 return atoi(getNextParam(file).c_str()); 
} 
 
double getNextDouble(std::ifstream& file) 
{ 
 return atof(getNextParam(file).c_str()); 
} 
 
void saveSysParams() 
{  
 // Open the CSV file to write to 
 std::ofstream sysParamsFile; 
 sysParamsFile.open( 
  getSysParamsFileName().c_str()); 
 
 // Write out a header record 
 sysParamsFile << "#name,value\n"; 
 
 sysParamsFile << "nIterations," << nIterations << "\n"; 
 
 sysParamsFile << "nCellsPerSide[0]," << nCellsPerS ide[0] << "\n"; 
 sysParamsFile << "nCellsPerSide[1]," << nCellsPerS ide[1] << "\n"; 
 sysParamsFile << "nCellsPerSide[2]," << nCellsPerS ide[2] << "\n"; 
 sysParamsFile << "density," << density << "\n"; 
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 sysParamsFile << "cutoffDist," << cutoffDist << "\ n"; 
 
 sysParamsFile << "mcStepBlockSize," << mcStepBlock Size << "\n"; 
 sysParamsFile << "energyBlockSize," << energyBlock Size << "\n"; 
 
 sysParamsFile.close(); 
} 
 
void loadSysParams() 
{ 
 std::ifstream file;  
 std::string fileName = getSysParamsFileName(); 
 file.open( 
  fileName.c_str()); 
 if (!file.is_open()) 
 { 
  std::cout <<"Parameter file '" <<fileName <<"' NO T found"; 
 
  // Algorithm 
  nIterations  = 10000; 
 
  // Config 
  chainLength  = chainLengthDef; 
  nCellsPerSide[0] = 1; 
  nCellsPerSide[1] = 4; 
  nCellsPerSide[2] = 4; 
  density  = 0; 
 
  // Energy 
  cutoffDist  = 50; 
 
  // Hardware Control 
  mcStepBlockSize = 32; 
  energyBlockSize = 128; 
 
  // Create the file for next time 
  saveSysParams(); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  std::cout << "Loading parameter file '"<<fileName <<"'.\n"; 
 
  // Read Values ---------------------------------- ---------- 
  std::string line; 
  std::getline(file,line); 
 
  // Algorithm 
  nIterations  = getNextInt(file); 
 
  // Config 
  chainLength  = getNextInt(file); 
  nCellsPerSide[0] = getNextInt(file); 
  nCellsPerSide[1] = getNextInt(file); 
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  nCellsPerSide[2] = getNextInt(file); 
  density  = getNextDouble(file); 
 
  // Energy 
  cutoffDist  = getNextDouble(file); 
 
  // Hardware Control 
  mcStepBlockSize = getNextInt(file); 
  energyBlockSize = getNextInt(file); 
 } 
 
 file.close(); 
 
 // Init Parameters ------------------------------- --------------- 
 if (nIterations < 0) 
 { 
  nIterations = 0; 
 } 
 
 nChains = 
  nBasisPositions 
  *nCellsPerSide[0] 
  *nCellsPerSide[1] 
  *nCellsPerSide[2]; 
 //nChains = 1; // DEBUGGING 
 if (chainLength <= 0) 
 { 
  chainLength = 12; 
 } 
 nParticles = 
  nChains 
  *chainLength; 
 X3ArrayLength =  
  nParticles*3; 
 E3ArrayLength =  
  nParticles*3; 
 
 const double chainMass =  
  chainLength*massMonomer 
  +2*massH; 
 boxMass =  
  nChains 
  *chainMass 
  /nAvogadro; //grams 
 
 // Adjust cell length to maintain default density 
 cellLength[0] = cellLengthDef[0]*(chainMass/chainM assDef); 
 cellLength[1] = cellLengthDef[1]; 
 cellLength[2] = cellLengthDef[2]; 
 boxLength[0] = nCellsPerSide[0]*cellLength[0]; 
 boxLength[1] = nCellsPerSide[1]*cellLength[1]; 
 boxLength[2] = nCellsPerSide[2]*cellLength[2]; 
 boxVolume =  
  boxLength[0] 
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  *boxLength[1] 
  *boxLength[2] 
  *1e-24; //cm^3 
 
 const double densityDef =  
  boxMass 
  /boxVolume; //grams/cm^3 
 if (density <= 0) 
 { 
  // If the density is invalid, use default density  
  density = densityDef; //grams/cm^3 
 } 
 else // a valid density is given 
 { 
  // adjust the volume to match the density 
 
  boxVolume  = boxMass/density; //cm^3 
 
  const double lengthScale = 
   (double)pow((densityDef/density),1./3.); 
  boxLength[0] *= lengthScale; 
  boxLength[1] *= lengthScale; 
  boxLength[2] *= lengthScale; 
 
  cellLength[0] *= lengthScale; 
  cellLength[1] *= lengthScale; 
  cellLength[2] *= lengthScale; 
 } 
 
 const double minBoxLength = boxLength[0]<boxLength [1]? 
  (boxLength[0]<boxLength[2]?boxLength[0]:boxLength [2]): 
  (boxLength[1]<boxLength[2]?boxLength[1]:boxLength [2]); 
 const double maxCutoffDist =  
  minBoxLength 
  *0.499999; 
 if (cutoffDist < 0 || maxCutoffDist < cutoffDist) 
 { 
  cutoffDist = maxCutoffDist; 
 } 
 
 nEnergyBlocks = 
  (nParticles+energyBlockSize-1) 
  /energyBlockSize; 
} 
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